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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants Chobani, LLC (“Chobani”), Safeway

Inc. (“Safeway”), and the Vons Companies, Inc. (“Vons,” collectively, “Defendants”),

through undersigned counsel, hereby remove the case identified in paragraph 1 below to

this Court. This removal is made pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1332, 1441, 1446, and

1453.

I. PAPERS FROM THE REMOVED ACTION

1. On August 21, 2014, Plaintiff Chayla Clay filed the removed case, Clay v.

Chobani LLC, Safeway Inc., The Vons Companies, Inc., and Does 1 through 50,

inclusive, No. 37-2014-00028267-CU-BT-CTL, in the Superior Court of California,

County of San Diego. Plaintiff served the Complaint on Defendants Safeway and Vons

on August 27, 2014 and on Defendant Chobani on August 28, 2014.

2. In accordance with 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a), true and correct copies of the

Summons, a conformed copy of the California State Complaint, Civil Case Cover Sheet,

Notices of Case Assignment, and Proofs of Service on Defendants Chobani, Safeway,

and Vons are attached hereto as Exhibit A to Exhibit 1 to the Declaration of Michael L.

Resch.

3. Defendants did not answer Plaintiff’s Complaint in San Diego County

Superior Court prior to removal and are not aware of any further proceedings or filings

regarding this action in that court. Ex. 1, Resch Decl. ¶ 4.

II. NATURE OF REMOVED ACTION

4. Plaintiff’s Complaint is largely identical to a Complaint filed on June 19,

2014 by Barry Stoltz and Allan Chang against Chobani, LLC, Chobani Holdings, LLC,

Chobani Global Holdings, LLC, Chobani International LLC, and Chobani Idaho, LLC in

the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. See Stoltz, et al. v.

Chobani, LLC, et al., No. 14-cv-3827 (E.D.N.Y.) (First Amended Complaint filed on

Sept. 15, 2014). See Exhibit B to Exhibit 1, Resch. Decl.

5. Plaintiff alleges she purchased forty-three varieties of Chobani products

from five product lines. Plaintiff asserts that the labels of these products violate the
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federal Food Drug & Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) and California’s Sherman Law. Plaintiff

challenges two labeling statements as being misleading: (1) the use of the term

evaporated cane juice (“ECJ”) in the ingredient list and in related marketing statements

(Compl., ¶¶ 28, 34-36, 44-47) , and (2) the use of “0%” on the front of the product (id.,

¶ 6).

6. Plaintiff asserts eight causes of action. Plaintiff brings three causes of

action under California’s Unfair Competition Law, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17200, et

seq., for unlawful, fraudulent, and unfair conduct (see Compl., Causes of Action ¶¶ 1-

241); two under California’s False Advertising Law, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17500, et

seq., for misleading and deceptive advertising and untrue advertising (see Compl.,

Causes of Action ¶¶ 25-40); one under California’s Consumers Legal Remedies Act,

Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1750, et seq. (see Compl., Causes of Action ¶¶ 41-65); one for

negligent misrepresentation (see Compl., Causes of Action ¶¶ 66-71); and one for unjust

enrichment (see Compl., Causes of Action ¶¶ 72-75).

7. Plaintiff seeks to represent the following putative class:

“All person [sic] who, while residing in California within the last four (4)
years, made retail purchases in California of the Chobani Products and/or
such subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate.”

Compl., ¶ 55.

8. Plaintiff seeks damages, restitution, punitive damages, disgorgement, treble

damages for class members over 65, equitable monetary relief, and injunctive relief, as

well as attorney’s fees and costs. Compl., Causes of Action ¶¶ 8, 10, 17, 24, 32, 40, 55,

71, 75 & Prayer for Relief.

III. Venue

9. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a) because this Court is the United

States District Court for the district and division embracing the place where the state

court case was pending.

1 In the Causes of Action section of the Complaint, Plaintiff restarts the numbering of the
paragraphs, beginning with a new paragraph 1 on page 21.
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IV. The Removal Is Timely

10. The removal is timely under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b).

11. Plaintiff filed her Complaint on August 21, 2014. Plaintiff served the

Complaint on Safeway and Vons on August 27, 2014 and on Chobani on August 28,

2014. Exhibit A to Ex. 1, Resch. Decl.

12. Defendants filed this Notice of Removal within thirty (30) days of service,

as required by law. See, e.g., Murphy Bros, Inc. v. Michetti Pipe Stringing, Inc., 526

U.S. 344, 347-48 (1999).

V. Notice to Adverse Party and State Court

13. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d), Defendants are serving written notice of

the removal of this case on Plaintiff’s counsel:

Jeffrey R. Krinsk, Esq.
Mark L. Knutson, Esq.
Finkelstein & Frinsk LLP
501 West Broadway, Suite 1250
San Diego, CA 92101-3579

14. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d), Defendants will promptly file a Notice of

Removal Filing with the Clerk of the Superior Court of California, County of San Diego.

Ex. 1, Resch. Decl., ¶ 5.

VI. Bases for Removal Jurisdiction

15. Defendants assert two independent bases for this Court’s jurisdiction: (1)

the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 (“CAFA”), Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4

(codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d), 1335, 1441, 1453, 1603, 1711-1715); and

(2) original jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1441(a).

A. This Court Has Jurisdiction under CAFA

16. CAFA confers federal jurisdiction over class actions involving: (a) minimal

diversity (i.e., diversity between any defendant and any putative class member); (b) at

least 100 putative class members; and (c) at least $5 million in controversy, exclusive of

interests and costs. See 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d). Although the burden rests on the

removing party to demonstrate that CAFA’s jurisdictional requirements are met, the
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party opposing jurisdiction under CAFA bears the burden of demonstrating that any

exception to CAFA jurisdiction applies. Serrano v. 180 Connect, Inc., 478 F.3d 1018,

1021-22 (9th Cir. 2007). This case satisfies CAFA’s requirements.

1. The Parties Are Minimally Diverse

17. Plaintiff is a citizen of California. Chobani is a citizen of Delaware and

New York. This satisfies the minimal diversity requirement.

18. Plaintiff is and has been a California resident and citizen. Compl., ¶ 19.

She seeks to represent a class composed of other persons “residing in California.”

Compl., ¶ 55. See Dist. of Columbia v. Murphy, 314 U.S. 441, 455 (1941) (while

residence is not the equivalent of citizenship, residence is properly taken as domicile

“until facts are adduced to the contrary”); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Dyer, 19

F.3d 514, 520 (10th Cir. 1994) (residence prima facie evidence of domicile for purposes

of determining citizenship).

19. A corporation is deemed to be a citizen of the state in which it has been

incorporated and where it has its principal place of business. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(c)(1).

Similarly, for purposes of determining CAFA jurisdiction, a limited liability company is

a citizen of the state of its organization and the state of its principal place of business.

28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(10).

20. The phrase “principal place of business” “refers to the place where the

corporation’s high level officers direct, control, and coordinate the corporation’s

activities.” Hertz Corp. v. Friend, 559 U.S. 77, 80 (2010). This is the corporation’s

“nerve center.” Id. at 81 (internal quotation marks omitted). This “should normally be

the place where the corporation maintains its headquarters.” Id. at 93.

21. At the time of the filing of the Complaint and this notice of removal,

Chobani was organized under the laws of Delaware and its headquarters were in New

York. Compl., ¶ 20. Accordingly, Chobani is not a citizen of California.

22. Therefore, the parties are minimally diverse.
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2. The Proposed Class Exceeds 100

23. For purposes of removal, the Court looks to a plaintiff’s allegations

respecting class size. See Kuxhausen v. BMW Fin. Servs. NA LLC, 707 F.3d 1136, 1140

(9th Cir. 2013).

24. Plaintiff purports to bring a claim on behalf of herself and “all person [sic]

who, while residing in California within the last four (4) years, made retail purchases in

California of the Chobani Products.” (Compl., ¶ 55.) Plaintiff asserts that she “is

informed and believe [sic] that there are hundreds of thousands of Class members.”

(Compl., ¶ 58.) Thus, the proposed class well exceeds 100 members.

3. The Aggregate Amount in Controversy Exceeds Five Million

25. “A defendant seeking removal of a putative class action must demonstrate,

by a preponderance of evidence, that the aggregate amount in controversy exceeds the

jurisdictional minimum.” Rodriguez v. AT&T Mobility Servs. LLC, 728 F.3d 975, 981

(9th Cir. 2013).

26. Under CAFA, “the claims of the individual class members shall be

aggregated to determine whether the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of

$5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs.” 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(6). “[T]he statute tells

the District Court to determine whether it has jurisdiction by adding up the value of the

claim of each person who falls within the definition of [the] proposed class and

determine whether the resulting sum exceeds $5 million.” Standard Fire Ins. Co. v.

Knowles, 133 S. Ct. 1345, 1348 (2013).

27. To determine the amount in controversy, the Court must assume that the

allegations in the operative pleading are true and that a jury will return a verdict for the

Plaintiff on all such claims. See Cain v. Hartford Life & Accident Ins. Co., 890 F. Supp.

2d 1246, 1249 (C.D. Cal. 2012) (“The ultimate inquiry is what amount is put ‘in

controversy’ by the plaintiff’s complaint, not what a defendant will actually owe.”)

(emphasis and internal quotation marks omitted). The Court also may consider

summary-judgment-type evidence relevant to the amount in controversy. See Kenneth
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Rothschild Trust v. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, 199 F. Supp. 2d 993, 1001 (C.D. Cal.

2002).

28. Here, Plaintiff alleges that “[t]he matter in controversy, exclusive of

interests and costs, likely does not exceed the sum or value of $5,000,000.” Compl.,

¶ 15. This conclusory assertion is irrelevant to the calculation of the amount in

controversy for purposes of determining CAFA jurisdiction. As the Supreme Court

clarified in Standford Fire, a named plaintiff cannot stipulate to limit the amount in

controversy under CAFA “because a plaintiff who files a proposed class action cannot

legally bind members of the proposed class before the class is certified.” 133 S. Ct. at

1349.

29. Here, it is clear that the amount in controversy exceeds $5 million.

30. Plaintiff seeks, among other things, disgorgement and restitution of the full

purchase price of the challenged products for the putative class for purchases made in

the last four years. Thus, the amount in controversy in this case is at least the total price

paid by all consumers for the challenged products over the last four years. See 28 U.S.C.

§ 1332(d)(6). Plaintiff herself alleges that “Defendants have collected tens of millions of

dollars from the sale of the [challenged] products in this State” (Compl., ¶ 14),

demonstrating on the face of the Complaint that the amount in controversy substantially

exceeds the $5 million threshold.

31. Indeed, the amount in controversy is actually substantially greater than the

total purchase price paid by the class because Plaintiff seeks punitive damages, treble

damages for consumers over the age of 65, and attorney’s fees and costs. In addition,

Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief. Each of these costs is proper to include when

determining the amount in controversy. See Lyon v. W.W. Grainger Inc., 2010 WL

1753194, at *2 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (injunction); Rippee v. Boston Mket. Corp., 408 F.

Supp. 2d 982, 984 (S.D. Cal. 2004) (“The calculation of the amount in controversy takes

into account claims for ‘general’ damages, ‘special’ damages, punitive damages if

recoverable as a matter of law, and attorneys’ fees recoverable by statute or contract.”).
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32. Chobani sales of the challenged products in California during the class

period well exceeded $5 million. See Exhibit 2, Declaration of John Bellardini.

4. No Exception Applies to Defeat CAFA Jurisdiction

33. Neither CAFA’s “local controversy” nor its “home state” exceptions apply

to this case. The local controversy exception only applies if no factually similar class

action has been filed against any of the defendants within the last three years. 28 U.S.C.

§ 1332(d)(4)(A)(ii); see also Giannini v. Nw. Mut. Life Ins. Co., 2012 WL 1535196, at

*5 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 30, 2012). The lawsuit pending in the Eastern District of New York

and styled Stoltz, et al. v. Chobani, LLC, et al., is a factually-similar class action filed

against Chobani within the last three years. Compare Clay Compl. ¶¶ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

10, 11, 13, 14, 20, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47,

48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, Cause of Action ¶¶ 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75,

Prayer for Relief, B-I with Stoltz, et al. v. Chobani, LLC, et al. No. 14-cv-3827

(E.D.N.Y. Sept. 15, 2014), Am. Compl. ¶¶ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 18, 25(a), 29,

32, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 47, 78, 79, 60, 61, 62, 65, 67, 73, 100, 101, 102, 119,

134, 136, 137, 138, 139, 294, 295, 299, 311, 312, 313, Prayer for Relief, O-V. The only

notable difference between the two cases is that the Stoltz action includes allegations

regarding one additional labeling statement; other than that, the factual allegations of the

two cases are substantially similar and all labeling statements challenged in Clay are also

challenged in Stoltz.

34. Moreover, the local controversy exception does not apply when the

principal injury alleged is one that occurred throughout the country, not just in the state

where the case was filed, as is the case here. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(A)(4)(i)(III); see also

Waller v. Hewlett-Packard Co., 2011 WL 8601207, at *4 (S.D. Cal. May 10, 2011).

35. For the home state exception to apply, all primary defendants must be

citizens of the state in which the case is filed. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(B); see also Corsino

v. Perkins, 2010 WL 317418, at *5. As discussed infra, Chobani, a primary defendant,

is not a citizen of California, and therefore this exception does not apply either.
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B. This Court Has Original Jurisdiction

36. Separate from its CAFA jurisdiction, this Court also has original

jurisdiction. This Court possesses original jurisdiction over all cases arising under the

laws of the United States. 28 U.S.C. § 1331. The crux of Plaintiff’s “misbranding”

theory posits that any violation of federal food labeling laws and regulations necessarily

violates California law as well. Logically, therefore, an adjudicating court must consider

whether federal law has been violated first, because there is no independent source of

California law. While this theory is legally flawed for many reasons that Defendants

will brief at the appropriate time, for present purposes what matters is that the

misbranding theory hinges solely on a substantial and disputed predicate federal

question, triggering the Court’s original jurisdiction.

37. Federal question jurisdiction is available in actions involving only state-law

claims where those claims necessarily require the resolution of a substantial, disputed

issue of federal law. Grable & Sons Metal Prods., Inc. v. Darue Eng’g & Mfg., 545 U.S.

308, 314-15 (2005) (affirming federal question jurisdiction over state quiet-title action

based on need to resolve predicate issue under federal Internal Revenue Code); see also

Los Angeles Police Protective League v. City of Los Angeles, 314 F. App’x 72, 74-75

(9th Cir. 2009) (applying Grable and finding federal question jurisdiction where state

law claim arose under the contracts clause of the U.S. Constitution); EIJ, Inc. v. United

Parcel Serv., Inc., 233 F. App'x 600, 601-02 (9th Cir. 2007) (citing Grable and finding

federal question jurisdiction where the defendant acted as an air carrier signifying that

federal common law governed the theory).

38. Plaintiff’s claims expressly challenge statements on the labels of Chobani’s

products on the grounds that they violate the FDCA and the FDA’s regulations and

guidance and are therefore “misbranded.” See, e.g., Compl., ¶¶ 10, 32, 37, 38, 39, 41

(referencing FDA guidance); ¶¶ 11, 31, 40 (citing FDA regulations or statutes). Under

this theory, Plaintiff would have to prove that the products’ labels violate the specific

labeling requirements set forth in the FDA’s regulations, including 21 C.F.R. §§ 101.4,
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184.1854, and 168.130.2 Resolving Plaintiff’s claims will necessarily require, among

other things, the Court to interpret FDA regulations. Indeed, the FDCA expressly

preempts any state law labeling requirements that are “not identical” to those established

by the FDCA and FDA regulations. See 21 U.S.C. § 343-1(a)(4), (5) (2012); 21 C.F.R.

§ 100.1(c)(4)(i)-(ii). Thus, Plaintiff cannot succeed on her claims unless the Court

definitively interprets these federal provisions.

39. These allegations illustrate why a determination of whether Plaintiff may

recover for the conduct alleged in the Complaint turns in part on substantial, disputed

questions of federal law, including interpretations of the FDCA and FDA regulations

and guidance.

40. There is a significant federal interest in the adjudication of such disputes in

a federal forum, and the exercise of federal question jurisdiction will not “disturb[] any

congressionally approved balance of federal and state judicial responsibilities.” Grable,

545 U.S. at 314. Congress has made it clear that national uniformity in the regulation of

food labeling is an important federal concern. See Lam v. Gen. Mills, Inc., 859 F. Supp.

2d 1097, 1102 (N.D. Cal. 2012) (explaining that Congress amended the FDCA via the

Nutritional Labeling and Education Act, Pub. L. No. 101-535, 104 Stat. 2343 (1990), to

“establish uniform national standards for the nutritional claims and the required nutrient

information displayed on food labels”) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 101-538 (1990),

reprinted in U.S.C.C.A.N. 3336, 3342); Turek v. General Mills, Inc., 662 F.3d 423, 426

(7th Cir. 2011) (“It is easy to see why Congress would not want to allow states to impose

disclosure requirements of their own on packaged food products, most of which are sold

nationwide.”); Schering-Plough Healthcare Products, Inc. v. Schwarz Pharma, Inc., 586

F.3d 500, 510 (7th Cir. 2009) (plaintiff “jumped the gun” in suing in Lanham Act suit

over issue FDA was explicitly considering before FDA had come to determination and

2 Nothing about this Notice of Removal should be construed as a waiver of
Defendants’ position that Plaintiff cannot prevail on this theory because it is legally
deficient for a host of reasons. See also infra ¶ 44.
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dismissing case without prejudice). Removal of cases that necessarily require the

interpretation of federal food-labeling regulations to federal court helps to achieve this

aim.

41. The risk of non-uniform decisions is not merely theoretical in this case,

because, as noted supra, a nearly identical lawsuit is already pending in the United

States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. See Stoltz, et al. v. Chobani,

LLC, et al., No. 14-cv-3827 (E.D.N.Y. Jun. 19, 2014).3

VII. Consent of Defendants

42. With respect to CAFA jurisdiction, this case can be removed by any

defendant without the consent of any other defendant, as provided by 28 U.S.C.

§ 1453(b). In this case, however, all Defendants consent to such removal under CAFA.

43. With respect to original jurisdiction, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(2)(A), all

named Defendants (Chobani, Safeway, and Vons) consent to the removal of this action.

VIII. Reservation of Rights and Request for Additional Briefing If Necessary

44. By removing this matter, Defendants do not waive and, to the contrary,

reserve any rights they may have, including, without limitation, all available arguments

and affirmative defenses. Defendants do not concede that class certification is

appropriate or that Plaintiff is entitled to any recovery whatsoever. However, the

question is not whether class certification is appropriate or whether Plaintiff will recover

any amount for any particular time period. “The amount in controversy is simply an

3 To the extent not otherwise provided for above, supplemental jurisdiction exists as
to all other claims as set forth in the Complaint, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367. A court
may exercise supplemental jurisdiction “over all other claims that are so related to the
claims in the action within such original jurisdiction that they form part of the same case
or controversy.” 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). This standard is satisfied here because Plaintiff’s
claims are so related to claims as to which there is federal jurisdiction that they form parts
of the same case or controversy. In addition, Plaintiff’s claims do not raise novel or
complex issues of state law and do not substantially predominate over the federal claims.
See 28 U.S.C. § 1367(c).
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710973224

estimate of the total amount in dispute, not a prospective assessment of defendant’s

liability.” Lewis v. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc., 627 F.3d 395, 400 (9th Cir. 2010).

45. In the event that Plaintiff files a request to remand, or the Court considers

remand sua sponte, Defendants respectfully request the opportunity to submit additional

argument and/or evidence in support of removal.

IX. Conclusion

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1332, 1441, 1446, and 1453, Defendants hereby

remove the above-captioned action from the Superior Court of California, County of San

Diego, to the United States District Court for the Southern District of California.

Dated: September 23, 2014 MAYER BROWN LLP
DALE J. GIALI
MICHAEL L. RESCH
HANNAH Y.S. CHANOINE

By: s/Dale J. Giali
Dale J. Giali

Attorneys for Defendants
CHOBANI, LLC, SAFEWAY INC., and
THE VONS COMPANIES, INC.
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MAYER BROWN LLP
DALE J. GIALI (SBN 150382)
dgiali@mayerbrown.com
MICHAEL L. RESCH (SBN 202909)
mresch@mayerbrown.com
350 S. Grand Avenue, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1503
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (213) 625-0248

MAYER BROWN LLP
HANNAH Y.S. CHANOINE (to be admitted
pro hac vice)
hchanoine@mayerbrown.com
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019-5820
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (212) 262-1910

Attorneys for Defendants
CHOBANI, LLC, SAFEWAY INC., and
THE VONS COMPANIES, INC.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT OF CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN DISTRICT

CHAYLA M. CLAY, on behalf of
herself and others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CHOBANI LLC, SAFEWAY INC.,
THE VONS COMPANIES, INC., and
DOES 1 through 50, inclusive,

Defendants.

Case No.

NOTICE OF PETITION FOR
REMOVAL OF ACTION TO
FEDERAL COURT

[Removed from San Diego County
Superior Court, Case No. 37-2014-
00028267-CU-BT-CTL, Assigned to
Judge Timothy Taylor]

Complaint Filed:August 21, 2014

Exhibit Number Description Pages

1 Declaration of Michael L. Resch 2-5

1.A All process, pleadings, and orders in the San
Diego Superior Court proceeding

6-61

1.B Complaint in Stoltz, et al. v. Chobani, LLC, et
al., Case No. 14-3827 (E.D.N.Y.)

62-181

2 Declaration of John Bellardini 182-185
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MAYER BROWN LLP
DALE J. GIALI (SBN 150382)
dgiali@mayerbrown.com
MICHAEL L. RESCH (SBN 202909)
mresch@mayerbrown.com
350 S. Grand Avenue, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1503
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (213) 625-0248

MAYER BROWN LLP
HANNAH Y.S. CHANOINE (to be admitted
pro hac vice)
hchanoine@mayerbrown.com
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019-5820
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (212) 262-1910

Attorneys for Defendants
CHOBANI, LLC, SAFEWAY INC., and
THE VONS COMPANIES, INC.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT OF CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN DISTRICT

CHAYLA M. CLAY, on behalf of herself
and others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CHOBANI LLC, SAFEWAY INC., THE
VONS COMPANIES, INC., and DOES 1
through 50, inclusive,

Defendants.

Case No.

DECLARATION OF MICHAEL L.
RESCH IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR
REMOVAL OF ACTION TO
FEDERAL COURT

[Removed from San Diego County
Superior Court, Case No. 37-2014-
00028267-CU-BT-CTL, Assigned to
Judge Timothy Taylor]

Complaint Filed: August 21, 2014
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DECLARATION OF MICHAEL L. RESCH IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF
ACTION TO FEDERAL COURT
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I, Michael L. Resch, declare as follows:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of California and one

of the attorneys of record for defendants Chobani, LLC (“Chobani”), Safeway Inc.

(“Safeway”), and The Vons Companies, Inc. (“Vons,” collectively, “Defendants”). This

declaration is based on my involvement with this action and my personal knowledge of

the facts recited below. I submit this declaration based upon my personal knowledge in

support of the Notice of Petition of Removal filed by Defendants in this action.

2. Public records indicate that on August 21, 2014, Plaintiff Chayla Clay filed

a Complaint in the Superior Court of the State of California for the County of San Diego

(“San Diego Superior Court”) captioned Chayla M. Clay, on behalf of herself and others

similarly situated, v. Chobani LLC, Safeway Inc., The Vons Companies, Inc. and DOES

1 through 50, inclusive, Case No. 37-2014-00028267-CU-BT-CTL. On August 27,

2014, Plaintiff served Defendants Safeway and Vons, and on August 28, Plaintiff served

Defendant Chobani.

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of all documents

filed in the state action as revealed on the public docket: the Summons, the Complaint,

Civil Cover Sheet, Notices of Case Assignment, and Proofs of Service on Defendants

Safeway, Vons, and Chobani.

4. Defendants did not answer or otherwise respond to Plaintiff’s Complaint in

San Diego Superior Court prior to removal and are not aware of any further proceedings

or filings regarding this action in the San Diego Superior Court.

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the First

Amended Complaint filed on September 15, 2014 in the action styled Stoltz, et al. v.

Chobani, LLC, et al., No. 14-cv-3827 (E.D.N.Y.).

6. Notice of this removal will promptly be given both to the adverse party and

to San Diego County Superior Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d).
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DECLARATION OF MICHAEL L. RESCH IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF
ACTION TO FEDERAL COURT
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the

foregoing facts are true and correct. Executed this 23rd day of September in Los

Angeles, California.

By: /s/ Michael L. Resch
Michael L. Resch
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LEE LITIGATION GROUP, PLLC
C.K. Lee (CL 4086)
30 East 39th Street, Second Floor
New York, NY 10016
Tel.: 212-465-1188
Fax: 212-465-1181
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

BARRY STOLTZ, ALLAN CHANG,
KRISTIE SUAREZ, ELAINE COVALESKI,
ROSALIE MAYES, SHARON MANIER,
GILBERT MENDEZ, SUSAN L. TRAN,
SHIRLEY NGO, SHERRY L. STEELEY,
ESTERLENE SAVAGE, NANCY BLICHA,
CHRISTINE COREY, TERESA M. COHEN,
KENNETH LEIBOWITZ, DEBORAH I. NOBLE,
JAMES MANIER, DOROTHY A. UHLMAN,
CHERYL A. BERG, JOHN DOE (GEORGIA),
JANE DOE (TEXAS) on behalf of themselves
and others similarly situated,

Case No.: 14-cv-03827

Plaintiffs, FIRST AMENDED
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

v.
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

CHOBANI, LLC, CHOBANI HOLDINGS, LLC,
CHOBANI GLOBAL HOLDINGS, LLC,
CHOBANI INTERNATIONAL, LLC,
CHOBANI IDAHO, LLC,

formerly known as CHOBANI, INC.,
formerly known as AGRO-FARMA, INC.,

Defendants.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Plaintiffs BARRY STOLTZ, ALLAN CHANG, KRISTIE SUAREZ, ELAINE COVALESKI,

ROSALIE MAYES, SHARON MANIER, GILBERT MENDEZ, SUSAN L. TRAN, SHIRLEY

NGO, SHERRY L. STEELEY, ESTERLENE SAVAGE, NANCY BLICHA, CHRISTINE

COREY, TERESA M. COHEN, KENNETH LEIBOWITZ, DEBORAH I. NOBLE, JAMES

MANIER, and DOROTHY A. UHLMAN, CHERYL A. BERG, JOHN DOE (GEORGIA), and

JANE DOE (TEXAS) )^jgg`^odq`gt }Ng\diodaan~*, ji ]`c\ga ja oc`hn`gq`n \i_ joc`mn ndhdg\mgt

situated, by and through their undersigned attorneys, hereby file this First Amended Class Action

Complaint against Defendants, CHOBANI, LLC, CHOBANI HOLDINGS, LLC, CHOBANI

GLOBAL HOLDINGS, LLC, CHOBANI INTERNATIONAL LLC, CHOBANI IDAHO, LLC

_/]/\ Acj]\id )^jgg`^odq`gt }B`a`i_\ion~* \i_ no\o` as follows based upon their own personal

knowledge and the investigation of their counsel:

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. Product labels have occupied an important role in assisting consumers in making

healthy and informed food choices.

2. Against this backdrop, with consumers demanding healthy options that fit their

_d`o\mt \i_ ipomdodji\g i``_n, B`a`i_\ion h\mf`o oc`hn`gq`n \n }?h`md^\�n Rjk Em``f Wjbpmo.~ 

Defendants manufacture, market and sell Chobani® Greek yogurt products (herein referred to as

oc` }Nmj_p^on,~ as such term is defined in Paragraph 24 (v) below) throughout the United States.

3. As part of their extensive and comprehensive nationwide marketing campaign,

Defendants actively promote the naturalness and health benefits of the Products and mislead
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consumers about their yogurt ingredients by using Product packaging, their website at

www.chobani.com and social media outlets such as Facebook and Twitter.

4. Defendants purposefully misrepresented and continue to misrepresent to

consumers that their Products (including products targeted at children) ^jio\di }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i`

epd^`~ `q`i ocjpbc }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ dn ijo }epd^`~ \o \gg { it is nothing more than sugar

dressed up to sound like a healthier sweetener. Further, evaporated cane juice is not the common

or usual name of any type of sweetener, or even a type of juice, and the use of such a name is

false and misleading. Defendants uniformly list evaporated cane juice as an ingredient on the

Products, as well as on their website located at www.chobani.com.

5. Defendants intend oj ^m`\o` ^jinph`m ^jiapndji ]t gdnodib }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i`

jui^`~ di oc` kg\^` ja npb\m ji oc`dm dibm`_d`ion gdno. Edq`i oc` \]n`i^` ja npb\m ji oc` Nmj_p^on� 

k\^f\bdib, \n gdno`_ di don }Gibm`_d`ion~ gdno, B`a`i_\ios cause Plaintiffs and other reasonable

consumers to believe that the sugar in the Products are derived from naturally occurring sugar in

the fruits and milk in the Products, rather than from artificially added sugars.

6. B`a`i_\ion \gnj kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t oc` iph]`m u`mj )ncjri \n }0&~* ji oc` ojk

and front of their Product packaging without providing any context as to what the 0% represents.

7. Defendants intend to create consumer confusion by causing purchasers to impute

any meaning to the 0% that consumers wish, namely that the Products lack sugar, carbohydrates,

calories, or any other content which a consumer may believe is unhealthy. Defendants do so by

attempting to use similar marketing campaigns as Coke Zero and Pepsi Max, who also display

}X`mj~ jm }0~ ji oc`dm kmj_p^on oj di_d^\o` oc\o oc` kmj_p^on \m` npb\m-free or calorie-free. The

g\]`gdib ja }0&~ ji B`a`i_\ion� k\^f\bdib, rdocjpo sufficient immediate context, is false and

misleading.
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8. Defendanon� Nmj_p^on otkd^\ggt ^jio\di \]jpo 16 bm\hn ja npb\m k`m ^jio\di`m, 

which is equivalent to 4 packets of sugar and is about as healthy as eating a Nestle Fudge ice

^m`\h ]\m, rcd^c ^jio\din 15 bm\hn ja npb\m k`m n`mqdib. B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on _j ijo ^jio\dn

0% of sugar, the main cause of obesity in America. (See Gary Taubes, Is Sugar Toxic, New York

Times, Apr. 13, 2011 at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/magazine/mag-17Sugar-

t.html?pagewanted=all).

9. Bp` oj B`a`i_\ion� h\mf`odib ^\hk\dbin, ^jinph`mn \m` g`_ oj ]`gd`q` oc\o oc`dm 

Products are a healthy alternative when in reality they contain more sugar than regular cookies

(See Paragraph 100 below). Defendants purposely mislead the public because Defendants

willfully want consumers to think that oc` }0&~ h`\in ij npb\m jm ^\gjmd`n rc`i ^jinph`mn \m`

ncjkkdib di npk`mh\mf`o \dng`n \i_ jigt n`` oc` }0&,~ \i_ ijo oc` adi` kmdio oc\o ncjrn cjr

unhealthy and full of sugar the Products are.

10. Kjm`jq`m, B`a`i_\ion kpmkjn`apggt h\mf`o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f~ tjbpmo

rc`i oc`m` dn ijocdib }Em``f~ \]jpo oc` Nmj_p^on. Lji` ja oc` Nmj_p^on njg_ di oc` S.Q. \m`

made in Greece, made by Greek nationals, or made using an authentically Greek manufacturing

or straining process, even though Defendants market the Products \n }?h`md^\�n Rjk Em``f 

Wjbpmo.~

11. Plaintiffs and Class members reviewed B`a`i_\ion� hdng`\_dib h\mf`odib \i_ 

Product packaging, reasonably relied in substantial part on the labels and were thereby deceived

in deciding to purchase the Products for a premium price (as described in Paragraph 102 below).

12. Plaintiffs bring this proposed consumer class action on behalf of themselves and

all other persons nationwide, who from the applicable limitations period up to and including the

present (herein }Ag\nn N`mdj_~*, kpm^c\n`_ ajm ^jinphkodji \i_ ijo m`n\g` \it ja oc` Nmj_p^on.
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13. Alternatively, Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and a multi-state

class of residents of the states of New York, New Jersey, California, Virginia, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Florida, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Maine, Georgia and Texas seeking

declaratory and injunctive relief pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a) and 23(b)(2)

for violations of the statutory and common law of all 50 states and the District of Columbia, and

a multi-state class of residents of the states of New York, New Jersey, California, Virginia,

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Maine, Georgia and

Texas seeking monetary damages pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a) and

23(b)(3) for violations of the statutory and common law of all 50 states and the District of

Columbia.

14. B`a`i_\ion� m`km`n`io\odjin r`m` \i_ ^jiodip` to be false and materially

hdng`\_dib. Rc` DB? c\n nk`^dad^\ggt r\mi`_ ^jhk\id`n ijo oj pn` oc` o`mh }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i`

epd^`~ ]`^\pn` do dn }a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dib,~ _j`n ijo \^^pm\o`gt _`n^md]` oc` dibm`_d`ion podgdu`_,

\i_ ]`^\pn` }Cq\kjm\o`_ A\i` Hpd^`~ dn not a juice.

15. B`a`i_\ion� \^odjin ^jinodopo` qdjg\tions of the Federal Food Drug, and Cosmetic

Act, 21 U.S.C. § 301 et seq., (herein }DBA?~* Q`^odji 403)\*)1* )21 S.Q.A. 343)\*)1**, New

Wjmf�n B`^`kodq` ?^on jm Nm\^od^`n J\r, E`i. @pn. J\r w 349, \n r`gg as those similar deceptive

and unfair trade practices and/or consumer protection laws in other states and the District of

Columbia.

16. Defendants violated statutes enacted in each of the fifty states and the District of

Columbia that are designed to protect consumers against unfair, deceptive, fraudulent and

unconscionable trade and business practices and false advertising. These statutes are:

a. Alabama Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Ala. Statues Ann. §§ 8-19-1, et seq.;
b. Alaska Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act, Ak_ Code § 45.50.471, et seq.;
c. Arizona Consumer Fraud Act, Arizona Revised Statutes, §§ 44-1521, et seq.;
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d. Arkansas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Ark. Code § 4-88-101, et seq.;
e. California Consumer Legal Remedies Act, Cal. Civ. Code § 1750, et seq., and California's

Unfair Competition Law, Cal. Bus. & Prof Code § 17200, et seq.;
f. Colorado Consumer Protection Act, Colo. Rev. Stat. § 6 - 1-101, et seq.;
g. Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act, Conn. Gen. Stat § 42-110a, et seq.;
h. Delaware Deceptive Trade Practices Act, 6 Del. Code § 2511, et seq.;
i. District of Columbia Consumer Protection Procedures Act, D.C. Code § 28 3901, et seq.;
j. Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act, Fla. Stat. Ann. § 501.201, et seq.;
k. Georgia Fair Business Practices Act, Ga. Code § 10-1-390 et seq.;
l. Hawaii Unfair and Deceptive Practices Act, Hawaii Revised Statues § 480 1, et seq., and

Hawaii Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Hawaii Revised Statutes § 481A-1, et seq.;
m. Idaho Consumer Protection Act, Idaho Code § 48-601, et seq.;
n. Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act, 815 ILCS § 505/1, et seq.;
o. Indiana Deceptive Consumer Sales Act, Indiana Code Ann. §§ 24-5-0.5-0.1, et seq.;
p. Iowa Consumer Fraud Act, Iowa Code §§ 714.16, et seq.;
q. Kansas Consumer Protection Act, Kan. Stat. Ann §§ 50 626, et seq.;
r. Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 367.110, et seq., and the

Kentucky Unfair Trade Practices Act, Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann §§ 365.020, et seq.;
s. Louisiana Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§

51:1401, et seq.;
t. Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act, 5 Me. Rev. Stat. § 205A, et seq,, and Maine Uniform

Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. 10, § 1211, et seq.,
u. Maryland Consumer Protection Act, Md. Com. Law Code § 13-101, et seq.;
v. Massachusetts Unfair and Deceptive Practices Act, Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A;
w. Michigan Consumer Protection Act, § § 445.901, et seq.;
x. Minnesota Prevention of Consumer Fraud Act, Minn. Stat §§ 325F.68, et seq.; and Minnesota

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Minn. Stat. § 325D.43, et seq.;
y. Mississippi Consumer Protection Act, Miss. Code Ann. §§ 75-24-1, et seq.;
z. Missouri Merchandising Practices Act, Mo. Rev. Stat. § 407.010, et seq.;
aa. Montana Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act, Mont. Code §30-14-101, et

seq.;
bb. Nebraska Consumer Protection Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 59 1601, et seq., and the Nebraska

Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Neb. Rev. Stat. § 87-301, et seq.;
cc. Nevada Trade Regulation and Practices Act, Nev. Rev. Stat. §§ 598.0903, et seq.;
dd. New Hampshire Consumer Protection Act, N.H. Rev. Stat. § 358-A:1, et seq. ;
ee. New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 56:8 1, et seq.;
ff. New Mexico Unfair Practices Act, N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 57 12 1, et seq. ;
gg. New York Deceptive Acts and Practices Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 349, et seq. ;
hh. North Dakota Consumer Fraud Act, N.D. Cent. Code §§ 51 15 01, et seq.;
ii. North Carolina Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act, North Carolina General Statutes §§

75-1, et seq.;
jj. Ohio Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Ohio Rev. Code. Ann. §§ 4165.01. et seq.;
kk. Oklahoma Consumer Protection Act, Okla. Stat. 15 § 751, et seq.;
ll. Oregon Unfair Trade Practices Act, Rev. Stat § 646.605, et seq.;
mm. Pennsylvania Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, 73 Penn. Stat. Ann.

§§ 201-1, et seq.;
nn. Rhode Island Unfair Trade Practices And Consumer Protection Act, R.I. Gen. Laws § 6-13.1-

1, et seq.;
oo. South Carolina Unfair Trade Practices Act, S.C. Code Laws § 39-5-10, et seq. ;
pp. South Dakota's Deceptive Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, S.D. Codified

Laws §§ 37 24 1, et seq.;
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qq. Tennessee Trade Practices Act, Tennessee Code Annotated §§ 47-25-101, et seq.;
rr. Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Texas Bus. & Com. Code §§ 17.41, et seq.,
ss. Utah Unfair Practices Act, Utah Code Ann. §§ 13-5-1, et seq.;
tt. Vermont Consumer Fraud Act, Vt. Stat. Ann. tit.9, § 2451, et seq.;
uu. Virginia Consumer Protection Act, Virginia Code Ann. §§59.1-196, et seq.;
vv. Washington Consumer Fraud Act, Wash. Rev, Code § 19.86.010, et seq.;
ww.West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act, West Virginia Code § 46A-6-101, et

seq.;
xx. Wisconsin Deceptive Trade Practices Act, Wis. Stat. §§ 100. 18, et seq.;
yy. Wyoming Consumer Protection Act, Wyoming Stat. Ann. §§40-12-101, et seq.

17. Def`i_\ion� hdn]m\i_dib dn dio`iodji\g. While simultaneously marketing their

Products as a healthy alternative, Defendants deceived Plaintiffs and other consumers nationwide

]t hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib oc` npb\m ^jhkmdndib oc` Nmj_p^on. Kjm`jq`m, B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^os are not

Greek, are not manufactured in Greece, nor have anything to do with Greece or with Greek

h\ipa\^opmdib h`ocj_n jm \mo. Ddi\ggt, B`a`i_\ion� }0&~ ^g\dh dn hdng`\_dib \n m`\nji\]g` 

consumers are not able to deduce the plain meaning of such claim and would naturally impute

any real or imagined claim to such label.

18. ?n \ _dm`^o m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� pig\rapg \i_ _`^`kodq` n\g`n km\^od^`n, 

Chobani® has become the best-selling brand of Greek yogurt in the United States with an

estimated sales revenue in 2012 of $1 billion. While simultaneously marketing its Products as a

healthy alternative, Defendants deceived the Plaintiffs and other consumers nationwide by

mischaracterizing the sugar, 0%, and place of origin of the Products. Defendants have collected

billions of dollars from the sale of the Products that they would not have otherwise earned.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

19. The Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332, because

this is a class action, as defined by 28 U.S.C § 1332(d)(1)(B), in which a member of the putative
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class is a citizen of a different state than Defendants, and the amount in controversy exceeds the

sum or value of $5,000,000, excluding interest and costs. See 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2).

20. The Court has jurisdiction over the federal claims alleged herein pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1331 because it arises under the laws of the United States.

21. The Court has jurisdiction over the state law claims because they form part of the

same case or controversy under Article III of the Unites States Constitution.

22. The Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because the Products are

advertised, marketed, distributed, and sold throughout New York State; Defendants engaged in

the wrongdoing alleged in this Complaint throughout the United States, including in New York

State; Defendants are authorized to do business in New York State; and Defendants have

sufficient minimum contacts with New York and/or otherwise have intentionally availed

themselves of the markets in New York State, rendering the exercise of jurisdiction by the Court

permissible under traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. Moreover, Defendants

are engaged in substantial and not isolated activity within New York State.

23. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, this Court is the proper venue for this action

because a substantial part of the events, omissions, and acts giving rise to the claims herein

occurred in this District. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ are citizens of New York.

Plaintiff CHANG resides in this District and purchased the Products from Defendants in this

District. Moreover, Defendants manufactured, distributed, advertised, and sold the Products,

which are the subject of the present Complaint, in this District.
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PARTIES

New York Plaintiffs

24. a) Plaintiff BARRY STOLTZ is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of New York and resides in Westchester County. For the past three years,

Plaintiff STOLTZ has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt products for personal consumption

within the State of New York. He has purchased the Products from stores located in Westchester

County, New York, as well as from chain supermarkets, including but not limited to a Shoprite

located in the town of Scarsdale, New York, \i_ \ Qo`r J`ji\m_�n di Wjikers, New York.

Plaintiff STOLTZ has purchased the Products for the past three years in various flavors, sizes

and product lines as they have become available. The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or

more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff STOLTZ purchased

the Products at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` 

conduct as alleged herein.

b) Plaintiff ALLAN CHANG is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of New York and resides in Queens County. Over the past year, Plaintiff

CHANG has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt Products for personal consumption within the

State of New York. Plaintiff CHANG has purchased the Products from stores located in Queens

County, New York, including but not limited to Duane Reade, Stop & Shop and Veggie Monster

in Queens County, New York. Plaintiff CHANG has purchased the Products for the past year in

various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase price

ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container.

Plaintiff CHANG purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially injured as a

m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`rein.
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New York and New Jersey Plaintiff

c) Plaintiff KRISTIE SUAREZ is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of New York and resides in Richmond County, New York. Over the past

three years, Plaintiff SUAREZ has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption

within the States of New York and New Jersey. Plaintiff SUAREZ purchased the Produccts from

stores located throughout New York such as Shop & Shop in Staten Island. She has also

purchased the products from Wegmans in New Jersey. Plaintiff SUAREZ has purchased the

Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase

price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container.

Plaintiff SUAREZ purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially injured as a

m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. 

New Jersey Plaintiffs

d) Plaintiff ELAINE COVALESKI is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of New Jersey and resides in Mercer County, New Jersey. Over the past year,

Plaintiff COVALESKI has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within

the State of New Jersey. Plaintiff COVALESKI has bought the Products from stores located

throughout New Jersey such as Shoprite, Walmart and Acme. Plaintiff COVALESKI has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $2.00 to $3.00 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99

for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff COVALESKI purchased the Products at a premium price and

was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. Plaintiff

COVALESKI particularly relied on Defendanon� false and misleading representations regarding

the sugar content in the Products as she is diabetic.
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e) Plaintiff ROSALIE MAYES is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of New Jersey and resides in Camden County, New Jersey. Over the past

year, Plaintiff MAYES has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within

the State of New Jersey. Plaintiff MAYES purchased the Products from stores located

throughout New Jersey, including Shoprite and Walmart. Plaintiff MAYES has purchased the

Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase

price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container.

Plaintiff MAYES purchased the products at a premium price and was financially injured as a

m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. 

California Plaintiffs

f) Plaintiff SHARON MANIER is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of California and resides in Riverside County, California. Over the past eight

months, Plaintiff MANIER has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption

within the State of California. Plaintiff MANIER purchased the Products from stores located

throughout California, including Food 4 Less in Riverside County. Plaintiff MANIER has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32

oz. container. Plaintiff MANIER purchased the products at a premium price and was financially

diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.

g) Plaintiff GILBERT MENDEZ is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of California and resides in Ventura County, California. Plaintiff MENDEZ

has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the State of California.

Plaintiff MENDEZ purchased the products from various stores located throughout California,
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including Vji�n Grocery and Ralphs Grocery in Ventura County. Plaintiff MENDEZ has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32

oz. container. Plaintiff MENDEZ purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially

diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. Ng\diodaa KCLBCX

particularly m`gd`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� a\gne and misleading representations regarding the sugar

content in the Products as he is diabetic.

h) Plaintiff SUSAN L. TRAN is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of California and resides in San Luis Obispo County, California. Plaintiff

TRAN has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the State of

California. Plaintiff TRAN purchased the products from various stores located throughout

California, including ?g]`monji�n npk`mh\mf`on di oc` ^dot ja ?rroyo Grande. Plaintiff TRAN has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32

oz. container. Plaintiff TRAN purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially

diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.

i) Plaintiff SHIRLEY NGO is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a citizen

of the State of California and resides in Los Angeles County, California. Over the past year,

Plaintiff NGO has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the State

of California. Plaintiff NGO purchased the Products from various stores located throughout

California, including the Sprouts Farmers Market in Brea. Plaintiff NGO has purchased the

Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase

price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container.
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Plaintiff NGO purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially injured as a result

ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`ptive conduct as alleged herein.

Virginia Plaintiff

j) Plaintiff SHERRY L. STEELEY is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Virginia and resides in Fairfax County, Virginia. Over the past two years,

Plaintiff STEELEY has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt weekly for personal consumption

within the State of Virginia. Plaintiff STEELEY purchased the products at their premium price

from various local stores located throughout Virginia such as Giant Food stores in Manassas and

Fairfax. Plaintiff STEELEY has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product

lines as they have become available. The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an

individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff STEELEY purchased the

Products at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` 

conduct as alleged herein.

Pennsylvania Plaintiffs

k) Plaintiff ESTERLENE SAVAGE is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Pennsylvania and resides in Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania. Over the

past eight months, Plaintiff SAVAGE has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal

consumption within the State of Pennsylvania. Plaintiff SAVAGE purchased the products at their

premium price from various local stores located throughout Pennsylvania, including the Shop

Rite in the Front and Olney shopping center in the city of Philadelphia. Plaintiff SAVAGE has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32
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oz. container. Plaintiff SAVAGE purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially

diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.

l) Plaintiff NANCY BLICHA is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Pennsylvania and resides in Washington County, Pennsylvania. Since

2010, Plaintiff BLICHA has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within

the State of Pennsylvania. Plaintiff BLICHA purchased the products at their premium price from

various local stores located throughout Pennsylvania, including Qcjk �i Q\q` \i_ Ed\io C\bg`

supermarkets. Plaintiff BLICHA has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product

lines as they have become available. The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an

individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff BLICHA purchased the Products

at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n 

alleged herein.

Massachusetts Plaintiff

m) Plaintiff CHRISTINE COREY is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Massachusetts and resides in Essex County, Massachusetts. Over the past

three and a half years, Plaintiff COREY has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal

consumption within the State of Massachusetts. Plaintiff COREY purchased the Products from

various stores located throughout the state such as BJs and Market Basket stores in Danvers, and

Stop & Shop supermarkets in Salem and Beverly, Massachusetts. Plaintiff COREY has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $2.00 to $3.00 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99

for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff COREY purchased the Products at a premium price and was

financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.
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Florida Plaintiffs

n) Plaintiff TERESA M. COHEN is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Florida and resides in Palm Beach County, Florida. Over the past several

years, Plaintiff COHEN has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within

the State of Florida. Plaintiff COHEN purchased the Products from stores located throughout

Florida such as Np]gds \i_ Q\h�n Agp]. Plaintiff COHEN has purchased the Products in various

flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase price ranged from

$1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff COHEN

purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� 

deceptive conduct as alleged herein.

o) Plaintiff KENNETH LEIBOWITZ is, and at all times relevant hereto has been,

a citizen of the State of Florida and resides in Broward County, Florida. Plaintiff LEIBOWITZ

has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the State of Florida.

Plaintiff LEIBOWITZ purchased the products from various stores located throughout Florida,

including Publix, Winn-Bdsd` \i_ ?g]`monji�n. Ng\diodaa JCG@MUGRX c\n kpm^c\n`_ oc` 

Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available. The purchase

price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container.

Plaintiff LEIBOWITZ purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially injured as

\ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. Ng\diodaa JCG@MUGRX k\mod^pg\mgt 

m`gd`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dng representations regarding the sugar content in the

Products as he is diabetic.
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West Virginia Plaintiff

p) Plaintiff DEBORAH I. NOBLE is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of West Virginia and resides in Cabell County, West Virginia. Since October

2013, Plaintiff NOBLE has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt Products for personal

consumption within the State of West Virginia. Plaintiff NOBLE purchased the Products from

various local stores located throughout West Virginia such as Walmart and Krogers stores in

Barboursville. Plaintiff NOBLE has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product

lines as they have become available The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an

individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff NOBLE purchased the Products

at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n 

alleged herein.

Michigan Plaintiff

q) Plaintiff JAMES MANIER is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Michigan and resides in Wayne County, Michigan. Since Februrary 2014,

Plaintiff JAMES MANIER has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurts for personal consumption

within the State of Michigan. Plaintiff JAMES MANIER purchased the products from various

local stores located throughout Michigan including Walmart in Belleville. Plaintiff JAMES

MANIER has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have

become available. The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size

to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff JAMES MANIER purchased the Products at a premium

price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`ktive conduct as alleged herein.
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Maine and Florida Plaintiff

r) Plaintiff DOROTHY A. UHLMAN is, and at all times relevant hereto has been,

a citizen of the State of Maine and resides in Kennebec County, Maine. Over the past year,

Plaintiff UHLMAN has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the

State of Maine. Plaintiff UHLMAN has purchased the Products from local stores located

throughout Maine, including the Qc\r�n grocery chain. She has also purchased the products from

stores located throughout Florida, including Publix supermarket. Plaintiff UHLMAN has

purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have become available.

The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32

oz. container. Plaintiff UHLMAN purchased the Products at a premium price and was financially

diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.

Ohio Plaintiff

s) Plaintiff CHERYL A. BERG is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Ohio and resides in Geauga County, Ohio. Over the past three years,

Plaintiff BERG has purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the

State of Ohio. Plaintiff BERG purchased the products from various stores located throughout

Ohio, including Costco. Plaintiff BERG has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and

product lines as they have become available. The purchase price ranged from $1.59 (or more) for

an individual serving size to $5.99 for a 32 oz. container. Plaintiff BERG purchased the Products

at a premium price and was financially diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n 

alleged herein.
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Georgia Plaintiff

t) Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) is, and at all times relevant hereto has been,

a citizen of the State of Georgia. Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) has purchased Chobani®

Greek yogurt for personal consumption within the State of Georgia. Plaintiff JOHN DOE

(GEORGIA) purchased the products from various stores located throughout Georgia. Plaintiff

JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines

as they have become available. Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) purchased the Products at a

km`hdph kmd^` \i_ r\n adi\i^d\ggt diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n 

alleged herein.

Texas Plaintiff

u) Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) is, and at all times relevant hereto has been, a

citizen of the State of Texas. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) has purchased Chobani® Greek

yogurt for personal consumption within the State of Texas. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS)

purchased the products from various stores located throughout Texas. Plaintiff JANE DOE

(TEXAS) has purchased the Products in various flavors, sizes and product lines as they have

become available. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) purchased the Products at a premium price and

r\n adi\i^d\ggt diepm`_ \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` ^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di.

v) Plaintiffs have purchased Chobani® Greek yogurt in the flavors and product

lines listed below (herein, oc` }Nmj_p^on~*;
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Defendants

25. a) Defendant CHOBANI, LLC is a limited liability company organized under the

laws of Delaware with a principal executive office and address for service of process located at

147 State Highway 320, Norwich, New York 13815. Defendant CHOBANI, LLC was formerly

known as CHOBANI, INC. and prior to that was known as AGRO-FARMA, INC.

b) Defendant CHOBANI HOLDINGS, LLC is a limited liability company

organized under the laws of Delaware with an address for service of process located at 147 State

Highway 320, Norwich, New York 13815.

c) Defendant CHOBANI GLOBAL HOLDINGS, LLC is a limited liability

company organized under the laws of Delaware with an address for service of process located at

147 State Highway 320, Norwich, New York 13815.

Fruit on the
Bottom
Apple Cinnamon
Apricot
Banana
Blackberry
Blood Orange Blended
Blueberry Black Cherry Champions
Mango Blueberry Blueberry
Passion Fruit Coconut Acdggdi� Ac`mmt >]Zan

Peach Key Lime Dragon Fruit Almond Coco
Loco

Pear Lemon Flyin Dragon
Fruit

Blueberry
Power

Simply
-,,n

Pineapple Orange Vanilla H\hhdi� 
Strawberry

Tropical
Escape

Blueberry

Pomegranate Pineapple Rockin Blueberry Peachy
Pistachio

Peach

Raspberry Strawberry Strawberry Key Lime
Crumble

Pineapple

Strawberry Strawberry
Banana

Swirlin
Strawberry
Banana

Nutty for Nana Strawberry

Strawberry Banana Vanilla Very Berry Vanilla Golden
Crunch

Vanilla
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d) Defendant CHOBANI INTERNATIONAL, LLC is a limited liability company

organized under the laws of Delaware with an address for service of process located at 147 State

Highway 320, Norwich, New York 13815.

e) Defendant CHOBANI IDAHO, LLC is a limited liability company organized

under the laws of Delaware with an address for service of process located at 147 State Highway

320, Norwich, New York 13815.

f) Defendants operate as a single integrated and common enterprise. Together, the

Defendants are jointly engaged in the manufacturing, distributing, advertising, marketing, and

selling of the Products to hundreds of thousands of consumers nationwide, including New York,

New Jersey, California, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida, West Virginia,

Michigan, Ohio, Maine, Georgia and Texas. In 2012, Defendants were ranked the 117th fastest

growing enterprise in the United States, logging an explosive three year growth rate of 2,662%.

See http://www.inc.com/profile/chobani.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

26. Food manufacturers are required to comply with federal and state laws and

regulations that govern the labeling of food products. These regulations include the FDCA and

its labeling regulations, particularly those set forth in 21 C.F.R. § 101. In addition to these

federal requirements, states have enacted a number of state and local laws and regulations that

adopt and incorporate specific enumerated federal food laws and regulations.

27. Defendants manufacture, distribute, market, and sell yogurt throughout the United

Qo\o`n, \i_ kmj^g\dh ji oc`dm r`]ndo` oc\o oc` Nmj_p^on \m` }h\_` rdoc jigt i\opm\g dibm`_d`ion.~

Defendants further ^g\dh oc\o oc` Nmj_p^on ^jio\di }Lj \modad^d\g ag\qjmn jm nr``o`i`mn,~ }Lj
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km`n`mq\odq`n,~ \i_ oc\o oc` npb\m di oc` Nmj_p^on }^jh` amjh hdgf )g\^ojn`*, m`\g ampdo )amp^ojn`*,

honey and evaporated cane juice (which is less processed than white table sugar and is used to

sweeten the fruit, vanilla and chocolate chunk preps used in our authentic strained Greek yogurt

products).~

28. The Products are available at most supermarket chains and other retail outlets

throughout the United States, including but not limited to Walmart, Costco, Target, CVS,

Walgreens, Rite Aid and Duane Reade. Defendants also maintain their own company retail store,

Chobani SoHo, located at 152 Prince Street, New York, NY 10012.

Defendants Make Unlawful ECJ Claims

29. Defendants deceptively advertise and market all of the Products using the term

evaporated cane juice (herein }CAH~*, \ o`mh oc\o dn \ a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dib i\h` ajm \ijoc`m g`nn

healthy food or ingredient that has a common or usual name -- sugar.

30. The ingredient that Defendants list as ECJ on the ingredient list of their Product

g\]`gn dn }np^mjn`~ \n _`adi`_ di 21 A.D.P. w 184.1854, \i_ ajm oc` kpmkjn`n ja dibm`_d`io gdnodib,

dn kmjk`mgt gdno`_ ndhkgt \n }npb\m~ pi_`m oc` \kkgd^\]g` g\]`gdib m`bpg\odjin. Rc`re are no

significant nutritional differences between the sucrose variety that Defendants label as ECJ and

what consumers know as ordinary refined white sugar.

31. ?gocjpbc oc` }Lpomdodji D\^on~ k\i`g ji oc` Nmj_p^on gdno oc` ojo\g iph]`m ja

grams of all types of sugars, Defendants ^cjn` ijo oj gdno }npb\m~ \n \i dibm`_d`io ji oc`

Nmj_p^on� dibm`_d`ion list. Rather, Defendants list only the deceptive and misleading term

}Cq\kjm\o`_ A\i` Hpd^`~ ji oc` Nmj_p^on� k\^f\bdib. B`a`i_\ion pn` oc` o`mh CAH oj _dnbpdn` 

the added sugar in the Products in order to make their Products appear healthier than other yogurt
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products that explicitly list }npb\m~ \n \i dibm`_d`io.1 Defendants purposefully use the term ECJ

to increase sales and charge a premium.

32. Defendants use the term ECJ on all the Product packaging. Defendants use the

o`mh CAH oj h\f` oc`dm Nmj_p^on \kk`\m c`\gocd`m oc\i joc`mn oc\o ^jio\di }npb\m~ \n \i

ingredient in order to increase sales and charge a premium.

33. Plaintiffs and nationwide consumers were misled when they relied upon the use of

oc` o`mh CAH ji B`a`i_\ion� k\^f\bdib, which induced the belief that ECJ was a healthier and

more natural alternative to regular sugar.

34. Sugar cane products exist in many different forms, ranging from raw sugars and

syrups to refined sugar and molasses. These products are differentiated by their moisture,

molasses, and sucrose content as well as by crystal size and any special treatments. Sugar cane

products are required by regulation (21 C.F.R. § 101.4) to be described by their common or usual

names, "sugar" (21 C.F.R. § 101.4(b)(20) and 21 C.F.R. § 184.1854) or "cane syrup" (21 C.F.R.

§ 168.130). Other sugar cane products have common or usual names established by common

usage such as molasses, raw sugar, brown sugar, turbinado sugar, muscovado sugar and

demerara sugar.

35. The FDA has instructed that sweeteners derived from sugar cane syrup should not

be listed in the ingredient declaration by names which suggest that the ingredients are juice, such

\n }_`ct_m\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ jm }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`.~ Gi a\^o, oc` DB?�n kp]gdnc`_ kjgd^t no\o`n 

oc\o }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ dn ndhkgt \ _`^`kodq` r\t ja _`n^md]dib npb\m, \i_ oc`m`ajm`, do dn

1 Plaintiffs allege that the ingredient called ECJ by Defendants was in fact sugar. It is possible, however, that instead
of adding crystallized sugar as the ingredient at issue that the Defendants added dried sugar cane syrup as the
dibm`_d`io \o dnnp`. Rc` ^jhhji \i_ pnp\g i\h` ja np^c \ ntmpk dn }_md`_ ^\i` ntmpk~ \n _`o\dg`_ di 21 A.D.P. w
168.130. Regardless of whether the ingredient in question was crystallized sugar or dried cane syrup, calling the
ingredient ECJ is unlawful and violates the same state and federal statutory and regulatory provisions and is contrary
to FDA policy and guidance. Moreover, the use of the term ECJ renders the Products misbranded, and illegal to sell
or possess, regardless of whether ECJ refers to crystallized sugar or sugar cane syrup under N.Y. AGM. LAW § 201
and food misbranding laws of other states and the District of Columbia.
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a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dib oj _m`nn pk npb\m \n \ otk` ja }epd^`~. See

http://www.fda.gov/food/guidanceregulation/guidancedocumentsregulatoryinformation/labelingn

utrition/ucm181491.htm

36. Defendants sell the Products using the deceptive ingredieio i\h` }Cq\kjm\o`_

A\i` Hpd^`,~ including but not limited to the following Products:

Chobani® Greek Yogurt p Fruit on the Bottom

Product Label Violation/Misrepresentation
Apple Cinnamon http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#apple-

cinnamon
Apricot http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#apricot
Banana http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#banana
Blackberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#blackberry
Black Cherry http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#black-

cherry
Blood Orange http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#blood-

orange
Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#blueberry
Mango http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#mango
Passion Fruit http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#passion-

fruit
Peach http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#peach
Pear http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-bottom#pear
Pineapple http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#pineapple
Pomegranate http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#pomegranate
Raspberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#raspberry
Strawberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#strawberry
Strawberry Banana http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#strawberry-banana
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Exemplar label:

Chobani® Greek Yogurt p Blended

Product Label Violation/Misrepresentation
Black Cherry http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#black-cherry
Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#blueberry
Coconut http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#coconut
Key Lime http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#key-lime
Lemon http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#lemon
Orange Vanilla http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#orange-vanilla
Pineapple http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#pineapple
Strawberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#strawberry
Strawberry Banana http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#strawberry-banana
Vanilla http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#vanilla
Vanilla Chocolate
Chunk

http://www.chobani.com/Products/blended#vanilla-chocolate-
chunk
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Exemplar label:

Chobani® Greek Yogurt p .>B EAN�� � � R

Product Label Violation/Misrepresentation
Black Cherry http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#black-cherry
Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#blueberry
Peach http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#peach
Pineapple http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#pineapple
Strawberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#strawberry
Vanilla http://www.chobani.com/Products/simply-100#vanilla
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Exemplar label:
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Chobani® Greek Yogurt p >]Zan

Product Label Violation/Misrepresentation
Almond Coco Loco http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#almond-coco-loco
Blueberry Power http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#blueberry-power
Honey Bee Nana http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#honey-bee-nana
Key Lime Crumble http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#key-lime-crumble
Nutty for Nana http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#nutty-for-nana
Peachy Pistachio http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#peachy-pistachio
Raspberry Choco Fix http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#raspberry-choco-fix
Strawberry Sunrise http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#strawberry-sunrise
Tropical Escape http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#tropical-escape
Vanilla Golden Crunch http://www.chobani.com/products/flip#vanilla-golden-crunch

Exemplar label:
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Chobani® Greek Yogurt p Champions (Kids Yogurt line)

Product Label Violation/Misrepresentation
Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#blueberry
% G HKKHMd�% G DQQX http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#chillin-cherry
Dragon Fruit http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#dragon-fruit
Flyin Dragon Fruit http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#flyin-dragon-fruit
, @LLHMd�5SQ@VADQQX http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#jammin-strawberry
Rockin Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#rockin-blueberry
Strawberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#strawberry
Swirlin Strawberry
Banana

http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#swirlin-strawberry-
banana

Very Berry http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#very-berry
Vanilla Chocolate
Chunk

http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#vanilla-chchocolate-chunk

Strawberry & Blueberry http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#strawberry-blueberry
Strawberry Banana &
Cherry

http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#strawberry-banana-
cherry

Exemplar labels:
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37. 1 M�&DEDMC@MSRd�VDARHSD��http://www.chobani.com/our-craft, they state under the

headHMF� a% Q@ESb�SG @S� a=G >NV�VD�L@JD�NTQ�OQNCTBS�L@SSDQR��@�BTO�NE�XNFTQS�VNMdS�BG @MFD�SG D�

VNQKC��ATS�G NV�VD�L@JD�HS�LHFG S�b�&DEDMC@MSRd�VDARHSD�BNMSHMTDR�SN�RS@SD�SG @S�SG D�SG HQC�OQNMF�HM�

SG DHQ� OQNBDRR� HR� a0 @STQ@K� +MFQDCHDMSR̂ 6G DM� VD� S@JD� B@QD� SN� @CC� NMKX� QD@K� fruit and natural

RVDDSDMDQR��+SdR�@�SG NTFG SETK�OQNBDRR�SG @S��TMKHJD�RNLD�NE�SG D�NSG DQ�FTXR��DMRTQDR�VD�MDUDQ�TRD�

OQDRDQU@SHUDR�b� 5TBG � M@QQ@SHUD� RDKKR� @MC� LHRQDOQDRDMSR� @R� SQTSG � SG @S� &DEDMC@MSRd� 2QNCTBSR� @QD�

healthier than other products sweetened with regular susugar. However, the Products are sweetened

with regular sugar just as any other competitor yogurt. Defendants simply disguise the sugar by

referring to it @R�a'U@ONQ@SDC�% @MD�, THBD�b�5TBG �HMSDMS�SN�CDBDHUD�SG D�BNMRTLHMF�OTAKHB��L@MX�NE�

whom may be diabetic or have strict dietary restrictions, is a serious health risk to the public and

Defendants must be precluded from continued pernicious behavior.

38. 6G D� NLHRRHNM� NE� aRTF@Qb� EQNm the ingredients list caused Plaintiffs and other

reasonable consumers to believe that the Products are sweetened with something other than

added sugar, namely naturally occurring sugar from the milk and fruits in the Products.
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39. Mi B`a`i_\ion� r`]ndo`, www.chobani.com, under FAQ (frequently asked

questions), they further mislead nationwide consumers with purposeful misrepresentations as to

oc`dm Nmj_p^on� c`\goc ]`i`adon even though the Products contain significant amounts of sugar:

a. Under the }Uct Acjjn` Acj]\id>~ heading, B`a`i_\ion no\o` }Acj]\id

^jio\din jigt i\opm\g dibm`_d`ion nj do�n \ i\opm\ggt bjj_ ajm tjp 

di_pgb`i^`zNgpn, jpm \poc`iod^ nom\didib kmj^`nn m`npgon di \ md^c \i_ ^m`\ht

tjbpmo, nj do�n \ bjj_-for-you-r\t oj n\odnat tjpm ^m\qdibn.~

b. Under the }Fjr _j`n oc` Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh ja tjur Flavored Chobani Taste

Qj Dm`nc>~ heading, B`a`i_\ion ^g\dh }U` pn` jigt oc` cdbc`no lp\gdot m`\g

fruit|ij bjjkt e`ggt c`m`.~

c. Under the }Bj`n Acj]\id ^jio\di \it ?modad^d\g Qr``o`i`mn>~ heading,

B`a`i_\ion ^g\dh }Lj. U` pn` rcjg`njh` hdgf \i_ m`\g ampdo to craft our

Chobani Greek Yogurt Products. The sugars found in our products come from

milk (lactose), real fruit (fructose), honey and evaporated cane juice (which is

less processed than white table sugar and is used to sweeten the fruit, vanilla

and chocolate chunk preps used in our authentic strained Greek yogurt

kmj_p^on*.~ Qp^c _`n^mdkodji dn hdng`\_dib. B`a`i_\ion ncjpg_ n\t oc`t

sweeten their Products with regular sugar, as their competitors Dannon,

Stonyfield Farms, and Yoplait do.

40. As detailed a]jq`, B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on \m` ijo gjr di npb\m \i_ \m` ij _daa`m`io 

from other drinks or yogurts that are packed with sugar. The Nutrition Facts for the Products

purchased by Plaintiffs ranged from thirteen (13) to twenty-three (23) grams of sugar, but the

dibm`_d`io n`^odjin a\dg`_ oj gdno }npb\m~ \n \i dibm`_d`io di `\^c dino\i^`. Qdhdg\mgt, B`a`i_\ion� 
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Champions yogurt line for kids purchased by Plaintiffs state that they have thirteen (13) grams of

npb\m, ]po oc` dibm`_d`io n`^odji a\dgn oj gdno }npb\m~ \n \i dibm`_d`io. Rcdmo``i bm\hn ja npb\m

equals 3 to 6 packets of sugar (and is more sugar than is present in a serving of Jolly Rancher

hard candy or Tootsie Pop). Thirteen grams of sugar is also the same amount of sugar present in

a Charms Blow Pop lollipop and is almost the same amount of sugar in a Nestle Fudge ice cream

]\m )15 bm\hn ja npb\m*. B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on \m` ijo c`\goct jm }bjj_ ajm tjp,~ \m` bgjmdad`_ 

junk food and can be a contributor to obesity, diabetes and heart disease.

41. Defendants d_`iodat }Cq\kjm\o`_ A\i` Hpd^`~ \n \i dibm`_d`io ji oc`dm Nmj_p^o

g\]`gn, _`nkdo` oc\o oc` S.Q. Djj_ \i_ Bmpb ?_hdidnom\odji )c`m`di }DB?~* c\n nk`^dad^\ggt

r\mi`_ ^jhk\id`n ijo oj pn` oc` o`mh }Cq\kjm\o`_ A\i` Hpd^`~ ]`^\pn` )1* do dn }a\gn` \i_

misleadiib,~ )2* don pn` violates a number of labeling regulations designed to ensure that

manufacturers label their products with the common and usual names of the ingredients they use

and accurately describe the ingredients they utilize; and (3) the ingredient in question is not a

juice.

42. In October of 2009, the FDA issued Guidance for Industry: Ingredients Declared

as Evaporated Cane Juice, which advised industry that:

YRZc` o`mh }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ c\n no\mo`_ oj \kk`\m \n \i dibm`_d`io ji ajj_ g\bels,
most commonly to declare the presence of sweeteners derived from sugar cane syrup.
@`hVgVc( ><8sd TfccV_e a`]ZTj Zd eYRe dhVVeV_Vcd UVcZgVU Wc`^ dfXRc TR_V djcfa

dY`f]U _`e SV UVT]RcVU Rd qVgRa`cReVU TR_V [fZTVr SVTRfdV eYRe eVc^ WR]dV]j dfXXVded

thae eYV dhVVeV_Vcd RcV [fZTVo

}Hpd^`~ dn _`adi`_ ]t ADP 120.1)\* \n }oc` \lp`jpn gdlpd_ `skm`nn`_ jm `som\^o`_ amjh
one or more fruits or vegetables, purees of the edible portions of one or more fruits or
vegetables, or any concentrates of such liquid or ppm``.~z

?n kmjqd_`_ di 21 ADP 101.4)\*)1*, }Gibm`_d`ion m`lpdm`_ oj ]` _`^g\m`_ ji oc` g\]`g jm
g\]`gdib ja \ ajj_znc\gg ]` gdno`_ ]t ^jhhji jm pnp\g i\h`z~ Rc` ^jhhji jm pnp\g
name for an ingredient is the name established by common usage or by regulation (21
ADP 102.5)\**z
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Sugar cane products with common or usual names defined by regulation are sugar (21
ADP 101.4)]*)20** \i_ ^\i` ndmpk )\go`mi\odq`gt nk`gg`_ }ntmpk~* )21 ADP 168.130*.
(e.g., molasses, raw sugar, brown sugar, turbinado sugar, muscovado sugar, and demerara
npb\m*z

KYV Z_eV_e `W eYZd UcRWe XfZUR_TV Zd e` RUgZdV eYV cVXf]ReVU Z_Ufdecj `W ><8sd gZVh

eYRe eYV eVc^ qVgRa`cReVU TR_V [fZTVr Zd _`e eYV T`^^`_ `c fdfR] _R^V `W R_j ejaV

of sweetener, including dried cane syrup. Because cane syrup has a standard of identity
defined by regulation in 21 CFR 168.130, the common or usual name for the solid or
_md`_ ajmh ja ^\i` ntmpk dn }_md`_ ^\i` ntmpk.~z

Sweeteners derived from sugar cane syrup should not be listed in the ingredient
declaration by names which suggest that the ingredients are juice, such as
qVgRa`cReVU TR_V [fZTV*r ><8 T`_dZUVcd dfTY cVacVdV_eReZ`_d e` SV WR]dV R_U

misleading under 403(a)(1) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 343(a)(1)) because they fail to
reveal the basic nature of the food and its characterizing properties (i.e., that the
ingredients are sugars or syrups) as required by 21 CFR 102.5. Furthermore,
sweeteners derived from sugar cane syrup are not juice and should not be included in the
percentage juice declaration on the labels of beverages that are represented to contain
fruit or vegetable juice (See 21 CFR 101.30).

http://www.fda.gov/food/guidanceregulation/guidancedocumentsregulatoryinformation/labelingn
utrition/ucm181491.htm (emphasis added)

43. Rc` DB?�n kjndodji dn ocpn ^g`\m oc\o }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ g\]`gn \m` }a\gn` \i_ 

hdng`\_dib.~ Despite the issuance of the 2009 FDA Guidance, Defendants did not remove the

unlawful and misleading term from their misbranded Products.

44. Disclosure of the total number of grams of sugar in the Nutrition Facts of a food

label does not render the use of ECJ in the ingredients list non%misleading. B`nkdo` B`a`i_\ion�

}`skgd^do~ gdnodib ja oc` bm\hn ja npb\m di don Nmj_p^on, \ ^jinph`m h\t nodgg ]` _`^`dq`_ jm

misled by the term ECJ. Courts in this District have held that an accurate statement of sugar

^jio`io ji oc` g\]`g ja \ kmj_p^o }does not eliminate the possibility that reasonable consumers

h\t ]` hdng`_.~ See Ackerman v. Coca Cola, No. 09-0395, 2010 WL 2925955, at *17 (E.D.N.Y.

July 21, 2010) (denying motion to dismiss Section 349 claims where the actual sugar content of
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vitaminwater was accurately stated in an FDA-h\i_\o`_ g\]`g ji oc` kmj_p^o ]`^\pn` }oc`

presence of a nutritional panel, though relevant, does not as a matter of law extinguish the

kjnnd]dgdot oc\o m`\nji\]g` ^jinph`mn ^jpg_ ]` hdng`_ ]t qdo\hdir\o`m�n g\]`gdib \i_ 

h\mf`odib.~* Moreover, the total sugars disclosure does not disclose the presence of artificially

added sugars as opposed to sugars naturally occurring in other ingredients. Second, the

disclosure of the total sugars does not disclose the nature of the added sugars. Not all sugars are

created equal. Some, like honey or agave for instance, may be perceived by reasonable

consumers as nutritionally beneficial. Others, like high fructose corn syrup, have acquired a

negative reputation, and many reasonable consumers seek to avoid them. Sucrose { the one that

^jinph`mn fijr ndhkgt \n }npb\m~ ji ajj_ dibm`_d`io gdnon { is decidedly in the latter category,

especially among the health%conscious consumers (like Plaintiffs) that Defendants target. Thus,

regardless of any total sugars disclosure, the use of the term ECJ on the ingredient list is doubly

misleading because it conceals both the presence of added sugar in general and the nature of the

sugar added.

45. B`a`i_\ion� pn` ja oc` rjm_ }^\i`~ r\n ijo npaad^d`io oj \_qise Plaintiffs that

}`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ dn npb\m. Rc` o`mh }^\i`~ dn ijo `s^gpndq`gt \ m`a`m`i^` oj npb\m jm npb\m

cane. Many other types of cane exist and are used in foods, for example, bamboo cane and

sorghum cane, both of which produce juice. See, e.g., 21 A.D.P. w 168.160 )}njmbcph ^\i`~*.

Corn is a form of cane. There are over 1000 species just of bamboo and over 10,000 members of

the family of plants that includes corn and sugar cane. Most common berries such as

blackberries, raspberries, blue berrd`n \i_ bjed ]`mmd`n bmjr ji ^\i`n \i_ \m` m`a`mm`_ oj \n }^\i`

]`mmd`n.~ Ma ^jpmn`, B`a`i_\ion podgdu`_ oc` o`mh }^\i`~ rdoc oc` o`mh }epd^`,~ \ _`adi`_,

regulated term not commonly associated with sugar or added sugar.
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46. Moreover, even to the extent the rjm_ }^\i`~ hdbco ]` ^jinomp`_ oj i`^`nn\mdgt jm

obviously refer to sugar cane, the use of the term ECJ is misleading because it implies that ECJ

is just dehydrated cane squeezings, which it is not. That would be another product, known as

}k\i`g\,~ rcd^c dn km`k\m`_ ]t `q\kjm\odib oc` }epd^`~ ja oc` npb\m ^\i` kg\io rdocjpo nomdkkdib

away the nutrients in the refining process as is done with the ingredient Defendants list as ECJ.

The sugar cane product utilized as an ingredient by Defendants is far removed from natural sugar

cane or unrefined sugar cane juice. Natural sugar cane is described by sources as healthy and

nutritious, containing vitamins, minerals, enzymes, fibers, and phytonutrients that help the body

digest naturally occurring sugars, such as lactose, glucose and fructose. Natural sugar cane

contains vitamins A, C, B1, B2, B6, niacin, and pantothenic acid, which work synergistically

with the minerals to nourish the body. Sugar cane also contains a unique mix of antioxidant

polyphenols. The polyphenols, vitamins, and minerals present in sugar cane are claimed to help

slow down the absorption of the sugars and prevent the sharp rise in blood sugar levels

associated with refined sugar. Similarly, raw sugar cane juice has been described by some as a

}rji_`m ajj_~ oc\o c\n h\it ]`i`ad^d\g kmjk`rties. The ECJ in Defendants� misbranded

Products contains none of these health benefits because during processing the nutrients have

been pressed, boiled and strained out. Thus, evaporated cane juice is neith`m }epd^`~ ijm jigt

np]e`^o oj }`q\kjm\odji~ { a process that absent pressing, boiling, and separation would leave the

sugar crystals with their nutrients still intact. From a nutritional standpoint, ECJ is not

significantly different than refined white sugar. Refined sugar and ECJ both have approximately

111 calories per ounce and they are both about 99% sucrose (i.e., empty calories).

47. Under the FDCA, oc` o`mh }a\gn`~ c\n don pnp\g h`\idib ja }piompocapg,~ rcdg` oc`

o`mh }hdng`\_dib~ dn \ o`mh ja \mo. Kdnbranding reaches not only false claims, but also those
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claims that might be technically true, but still misleading. If any one representation in the

labeling is misleading, the entire food is misbranded. No other statement in the labeling cures a

misleadinb no\o`h`io. }Kdng`\_dib~ dn ep_b`_ di m`a`m`i^` oj }oc` dbijm\io, oc` piocdifdib \i_

oc` ^m`_pgjpn rcj, rc`i h\fdib \ kpm^c\n`, _j ijo nojk oj \i\gtu`.~ United States v. El-O-

Pathic Pharmacy, 192 F.2d 62, 75 (9th Cir. 1951). Under the FDCA, it is not necessary to prove

that anyone was actually misled.

48. B`a`i_\ion� g\]`gdib, h\mf`odib \i_ \_q`modndib ja oc` Nmj_p^on qdjg\o` various

state laws. The following no\o`n� g\rn ]mj\_gt kmjcd]do oc` hdn]m\i_dib ja ajj_ di g\ibp\b` 

identical to that found in regulations promulgated pursuant to the Federal Food, Drug, and

Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 301 et seq. (the }DBA?~*:

a) New York: Pursuant to N.Y. AGM. LAW § 201, }YaZood shall be deemed to be

misbranded: 1. If its labeling is false jm hdng`\_dib di \it k\mod^pg\m.~

b) New Jersey: N.J.S.A. 24:5-17 provides in pertinent part that }\ ajj_ nc\ggz]` _``h`_

hdn]m\i_`_zYdZa don g\]`gdib dn a\gn` jm hdng`\_dib di \it k\mod^pg\m.~

c) California: A\gdajmid\�n Qc`mh\i, Djj_, Bmpb, \i_ Ajnh`od^ J\r )oc` }Qc`mh\i 

J\r~*, F`\goc ' Saf. Code § 109875 et seq. kmjqd_`n oc\o ajj_ dn hdn]m\i_`_ }da don

g\]`gdib dn a\gn` jm hdng`\_dib di \it k\mod^pg\m.~ Id. at § 110660.

d) Virginia: }A food shall be deemed to be misbranded: 1. [i]f its labeling is false or

misleading in any particular.~ Tdmbdid\ Djj_ ?^o Rdog` 3.2-5123.

e) Pennsylvania; Q`^odji 5729 ja N`iintgq\id\�n Djj_ Q\a`ot ?^o no\o`n oc\o }Y\Z ajj_ 

shall be misbranded: (1) If its labeling is false or misleading in any way.~
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f) Massachusetts: Under G.L.c. 94, § 187, as amended, }zan article shall also be deemed

to be misbrandedz }YdZi oc` ^\n` ja ajj_; YaZirst, if its labeling is false or misleading in

any particular.~

g) Florida: Under Fla. Stat. § 500.11 }Y\Z food is deemed to be misbranded: (a) [i]f its

labeling is false or misleading in any particularz~

h) West Virginia: }Any dairy product or imitation dairy product referred to in this article

is considered misbranded within oc` h`\idib ja ocdn \mod^g` daz (b) [i]ts label or labeling

is false jm hdng`\_dib di \it k\mod^pg\mz~ W.Va. Code § 19-11A-6.

h) Michigan: }? k`mnji nc\gg ijozh\ipa\^opm`, n`gg, _`gdq`m, cjg_ jm jaa`m ajm n\g`

\_pgo`m\o`_ jm hdn]m\i_`_ ajj_.~ Kd^cdb\i Djj_ J\r, 289.5101.

i) Ohio: Npmnp\io oj Ac\ko`m 3715.60 ja Mcdj�n P`qdn`_ Aj_`, }YaZjod is misbranded

within the meaning of sections 3715.01 , 3715.02 , 3715.022 , and 3715.52 to 3715.72 of

the Revised Code, if: (A) Its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.~

j) Maine: }Dood shall be deemed to be misbrandedzYdZf its labeling is false or

misleading di \it k\mod^pg\mz~ 22 K.P.Q. § 2157.

k) Georgia; }? food shall be deemed to be misbranded if: (1) Its labeling is false or

misleading in any k\mod^pg\mz~ O.C.G.A. § 26-2-28 (2010)

l) Texas: }? ajj_ nc\gg ]` _``h`_ oj ]` hdn]m\i_`_; )\* da don g\]`gdib dn false or

hdng`\_dib di \it k\mod^pg\mz~ R`s FQ. Aj_` ?ii. § 431.082.

49. B`a`i_\io�n false, unlawful and misleading product descriptions and ingredient

listings regarding ECJ also render the Products misbranded under New York Law. Specifically,

N.Y. Agric. and Markets Law § 201 states:

Djj_ nc\gg ]` _``h`_ oj ]` hdn]m\i_`_; zpig`nn don g\]`g ]`\mn )\* oc` ^jhhji
jm pnp\g i\h` ja oc` ajj_, da \it oc`m` ]`z.
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See N.Y. AGM. LAW § 201, Misbranding of Food.

50. Thus, similar to the federal law, New York law requires that ingredients be listed

under their common and usual name. Otherwise, they are misbranded.

51. It is well established FDA policy that ingredients must always be declared by

their common and usual names. In its October 2009 Guidance for Industry: A Food Labeling

Guide (6. Ingredient Lists), the FDA advises:

Should the common or usual name always be used for ingredients?

Answer: Always list the common or usual name for ingredients unless there is
a regulation that provides for a different term. For instance, use the term
}npb\m~ dino`\_ ja oc` n^d`iodad^ i\h` }np^mjn`.~
}GLEPCBGCLRQ; ?kkg`n, Qpb\m, U\o`m, \i_ Qkd^`n~
See also section 4 question 3. 21 CFR 101.4(a)

http://www.fda.gov/food/guidanceregulation/guidancedocumentsregulatoryinformation/labelingn
utrition/ucm064880.htm

52. B`a`i_\ion� hdn]m\i_`_ Nmj_p^on mislead consumers into paying a premium

price for Products that do not satisfy the minimum standards established by federal or state laws

for those products and for inferior or undesirable ingredients or for products that contain

ingredients not listed in the label.

Defendants Market Their Misbranded Products to Health Conscious Consumers

53. Plaintiffs are health conscious consumers who wished to avoid artificially added

sugar in the products they purchased. However, when Plaintiffs read the ingredients list on the

Products, Plaintiffs did not understand that the term ECJ was added sugar. This is hardly

surprising since 1) the FDA considers the term to be false and misleading because it fails to

reveal that the ingredient is a sugar or a syrup; 2) juice is considered to be a healthy food that is

not the equivalent of added sugar, 3) it is not generally known to the consuming public that there

is no significant nutritional difference between ECJ and ordinary white sugar; 4) ECJ is not listed
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as an added sugar; and 5) consumer studies confirm that most purchase decisions are made in a

fraction of a second and thus the potential for a false and misleading term to mislead is

significant. Moreover, the Nutrition Facts listing of total sugars does not allow Plaintiffs or Class

members, to determine if a product has any added sugars. Consumers are able to determine the

presence of added sugars only ]t m`\_dib \ kmj_p^o�n dibm`_d`ios list. Companies like Defendants

that mislabel their sugars with false and misleading terms in the ingredient list frustrate this

capability by hiding the artificially added sugar. In addition, the inclusion of words such as

}epd^`~ jm }^\i`~ dioj oc` a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dib o`mh }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ _jes not mitigate

the false and misleading nature of the term and in fact, di oc` ^\n` ja \ rjm_ gdf` }epice,~ \^op\ggt

makes the term misleading in the eyes of the FDA since ECJ is an added sugar and not a juice. In

^jiom\no, oc` a\dgpm` oj podgdu` rjm_n gdf` }npb\m~ )jm }ntmpk~* oj _`n^md]` oc` dibm`_d`io d_`iodad`_

by Defendants as ECJ is false and misleading because it conceals the fact that the ingredient is in

fact an added sugar, namely an added sugar (or syrup) sweetener.

54. Ng\diodaan� _`ndm` oj \qjd_ \__`_ npb\mn r\n m`\nji\]g`. ?__`_ npb\m dn \ fijri 

health risk that consumers are advised to avoid by the U.S. government, scientific and

educational institutions, and food related companies such as grocery store chains and food

manufacturers. All of these entities know and publish that 1) there is a distinction between

artificially added sugars and naturally occurring sugars; 2) added sugars have no beneficial

nutritional value, contribute only empty calories and have recognized health risks 3) consumers

should either eliminate or greatly limit their consumption of added sugars and foods containing

added sugars< 4* do dn oc` dibm`_d`io gdno \i_ ijo oc` ipomdodji a\^on k\i`g ja \ ajj_�n g\]`g oc\o 

informs consumers of the presence of added sugars; and 5) consumers need to be careful to avoid

added sugar that is disguised by another name.
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55. The 2010 Dietary Guidelines promulgated by U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services and the U.S. Department of Agriculture make clear that 1) there is a distinction

]`or``i }\__`_ npb\mn~ \i_ i\opm\ggt j^^pmmdib npb\mn< 2* ^jinph`mn ncjpg_ `doc`m `gdhdi\o` jm

greatly limit their consumption of added sugars and foods containing added sugars; 3) it is the

dibm`_d`io gdno \i_ ijo oc` ipomdodji a\^on kjmodji ja \ ajj_�n g\]`g oc\o diajmhn ^jinph`mn ja oc` 

km`n`i^` ja }\__`_ npb\mn.~

http://www.health.gov/dietaryguidelines/dga2010/DietaryGuidelines2010.pdf

56. Other federal government agencies adopt a similar approach to added sugars. For

instance, the National Institute of Health 1) confirms the health risks posed by added sugar, 2)

indicates the need to read the ingredient list to find added sugars and 3) utilizes a list that fails to

include the false and misleading term evaporated cane juice.

http://www.nia.nih.gov/health/publication/whats%your%plate/solid%fats%added%sugars

57. The U.S. bjq`mih`io�n \kkmj\^c oj \__`_ npb\mn dn `^cj`_ ]t joc`m n^d`iodad^, 

educational and medical entities like the American Heart Association (the }?F?~*

(http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/GettingHealthy/NutritionCenter/Sugars%101_UCM_306024

_Article.jsp), the Harvard School of Public Health

(http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/carbohydrates/added-sugar-in-the-diet/), and the

Mayo Clinic (http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/added%sugar/my00845).

58. Even food related companies such as grocery store chains and food manufacturers

have adopted a similar approach with respect to added sugars. See

http://www.shoprite.com/dietitians-corner/archives/sugar-by-any-other-name-is-still-sugar/;

http://www.publix.com/wellness/greenwise/products/ProductDetail.do?id=1930.
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59. Rc` DB? dnnp`_ \ Ljod^` di oc` D`_`m\g P`bdno`m ji K\m^c 5, 2014, ^\gg`_ }Bm\ao

Guidance for Industry on Ingredients Declared as Evaporated Cane Juice; Reopening of

Comment Period; P`lp`no ajm Ajhh`ion, B\o\, \i_ Giajmh\odji~ )}CAH Ljod^`~*. 79 Fed. Reg.

12507. Specifically, the FDA requested comments on: how ECJ is manufactured and whether

oc`m` dn \ pidajmh di_pnomt no\i_\m_ ajm oc` dibm`_d`io< rc`oc`m oc` o`mh }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~

adequately conveys the basic nature of the food, especially considering the potential confusion

rdoc }epd^`~< cjr CAH dn ndhdg\m oj jm _daa`m`io amjh joc`m nr``o`i`mn oc\o pn` }npb\m~ jm }ntmpk~

di oc`dm i\h`n< \i_ oc` ]\ndn ajm oc` j]e`^odjin oj }_md`_ ^\i` ntmpk,~ \i \go`mi\odq` i\h`

npbb`no`_ ]t oc` DB?. CAH Ljod^` \o 12508. Rc` CAH Ljod^` ^ji^gp_`_, }Y\Zao`m m`qd`rdib oc`

comments received, we intend to revise the draft guidance, if appropriate, and issue it in final

form, in accordance with FDA's bjj_ bpd_\i^` km\^od^` m`bpg\odjin di 21 ADP 10.115.~ CAH

Notice at 12508. The period for comment closed on May 5, 2014. In light of the ECJ Notice,

several courts have stayed ECJ cases since March 5, 2014, finding that the doctrine of primary

jurisdiction applies. However, as cited by a court that has since declined to apply the primary

epmdn_d^odji _j^omdi` oj \i CAH ^g\dh \ao`m ^jind_`mdib oc` CAH Ljod^`, }do m`h\din pi^g`\m rc`i

jm da oc` DB? rdgg ^ji^gpndq`gt m`njgq` ocdn dnnp`.~ See Swearingen v. Amazon Pres. Partners,

Inc., No. 13{4402 WHO, 2014 WL 1100944, at *4 n.3 (N.D.Cal. Mar. 18, 2014). See also Pratt

v. Whole Foods Market California, Inc., No 12{5652 EJD, 2014 WL 1324288, at *7 (N.D.Cal.

Mar. 13, 2014); Leonhart v. Nature's Path Foods, Inc., No. 13{492 EJD, 2014 WL 1338161, at

*7 (N.D.Cal. Mar. 31, 2014) (declining to apply primary jurisdiction doctrine with respect to

ECJ claims). If the Court finds that a stay of the ECJ claims is warranted by the doctrine of

primary jurisdiction, Plaintiff requests that the Court decline to dismiss the ECJ claims herein

and instead apply a stay of three to six months. Application of a three to six month stay as to the
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'% , �BK@HL��VHSG NTS�RS@XHMF�SG D�NSG DQ�BK@HLR�HM�SG HR�B@RD��HR�@OOQNOQH@SD��5HMBD�SG D�( &# dRMarch

5, 2014 ECJ Notice, stay of ECJ claims have been implemented by other courts. See Greenfield

v. Yucatan, L.P., No. 13-21610-CIV, 2014 WL 1891140 at *6 (S.D. Fl. May 7, 2014) (staying

the ECJ claims for three months); Figy v. Lifeway Foods, Inc., No. 1313{4828 TEH, 2014 WL

1779251 (N.D.Cal. May 5, 2014) (staying the ECJ claims for six months); Gitson v. Clover

Stornetta Farms, No. C-1313-01517(EDL), 2014 WL 2638203 at *9 (N.D. Cal. June 9, 2014)

(staying the ECJ claims for six months).

Defendants Make Champions (Kids Yogurt line) Misrepresentations

60. 7 MENQSTM@SDKX�ENQ�BNMRTLDQR�@MC�SG DHQ�BG HKCQDM��&DEDMC@MSRd�2QNCTBSR�@QD�MNS�@R�

healthy and nutritious as they purport to be. Defendants willfully and purposefully seek to

conceal the added sugar in their Products from nationwide consumers.

61. 6G D� HMFQDCHDMSR�HM�&DEDMC@MSRd�% G @LOHNMR�XNFTQS�KHMD�FD@QDC�SNV@QCR�JHCR�@QD�

MD@QKX�HCDMSHB@K�SN�&DEDMC@MSRd�QDFTK@Q�XNFTQS�2QNCTBSR��with the exception that the Champions

line also contains vitamin D3. See ingredients list below:

Fruit on the Bottom p Strawberry Champions p Kids Strawberry
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Kpitgfkgpvu!

Nonfat Yogurt (Cultured Pasteurized Nonfat

Milk), Live and Active Cultures: S.

Thermophilus, L. Bulgaricus, L. Acidophilus,

Bifidus and L. Casei, Strawberries,

Evaporated Cane Juice, Pectin, Natural

Flavors, Locust Bean Gum, Fruit and

Vegetable Juice Concentrate (For Color).

http://www.chobani.com/Products/fruit-on-the-

bottom#strawberry

Kpitgfkgpvu!

Nonfat Yogurt (Cultured Pasteurized Nonfat

Milk), Live and Active Cultures: S.

Thermophilus, L. Bulgaricus, L. Acidophilus,

Bifidus and L. Casei, Cream, Evaporated

Cane Juice, Strawberries, Locust Bean Gum,

Pectin, Natural Flavors, Fruit and Vegetable

Juice Concentrate (For Color), Vitamin D3.

http://www.chobani.com/Products/kids#strawberry

-

62. B`a`i_\ion� Ac\hkdjin tjbpmo gdi` dn nk`^dad^\ggt _`ndbi`_ ajm \i_ h\mf`o`_ oj 

children, making the deception that much more pernicious and outrageous.

63. B`a`i_\ion� k\^f\bdib ji oc` Ac\hkdjin Nmj_p^on kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\ts pictures

ja \iocmjkjhjmkcdu`_ ampdo \gjib rdoc oc` kcm\n` }K\_` Hpno Djm Id_n~ di \i `aajmo oj

simultaneously target children and health conscious parents.

64. For each Champions yogurt flavor, Defendants use cartoon-like marketing in

order oj o\mb`o ^cdg_m`i. Djm dino\i^`, oc` Ac\hkdjin }Dgtdib Bm\bji Dmpdo~ tjbpmo k\^f\bdib

displays a colorful image of fruit with arms and wings. See below:
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65. Defendants also deceptively market their Champions line to parents seeking

healthy options for their children.

66. Given the prevalence of obesity in the United States, parents are desperate for

G D@KSG X�NOSHNMR�HM�SG D�RTODQL@QJDS�@HRKDR��+M�SNTSHMF�SG @S�% G NA@MHdR�ENTMCDQ�@MC�% '1 �aADKHDUDC�

everyone deserved better options, so he set about making delicious, nutritious, natural and

@BBDRRHAKD�) QDDJ�XNFTQŜ b�VG HKD�HMSDMSHNM@KKX�E@HKHMF�SN�KHRS�RTF@Q�@R�@M�HMFQDCHDMS��&DEDMC@MSR�

are misleading parents into purchasing their Products.

Defendants Make U� � V�) >HG:EG:H:CI6I>DCH

67. &DEDMC@MSRd� a ( QTHS� NM� SG D� $ NSSNLb� @MC� a$ KDMCDCb� 2QNCTBSR� @lso prominently

display the number zero as a percentage RG NVM� @R� a � 
 b�� NM� SG D� SNO� lid and front of their

Product packaging without any indication as to what the value pertains to. See exemplar labels

below:

� � ( �	 �	 � �� +�� � � 
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68. Plaintiffs and the Class are left to guess the precise meaning of oc` }0&~ ndi^`

Defendants fail oj kmjqd_` \it ^jio`so. Djm dino\i^`, B`a`i_\ion� jri detailed Product label in

the }Lpomdodji D\^on~ n`^odji ja oc` @gp`]`mmt }@g`i_`_~ yogurt states that it contains 0 calories

from fat, 0 grams of trans fat, 0% saturated fat, 0% total fat, 0% vitamin A and 0% iron.
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Similarly, the Nutrition Facts section of the }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ Strawberry yogurt states that it

contains 0 calories from fat, 0 grams of trans fat, 0% saturated fat, 0% total fat, 0% vitamin A

\i_ 0& dmji di oc` Nmj_p^o. B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on ^jio\di q\mdjpn 0&�n di oc` }Lpomdodji D\^on~ 

section. See exemplar label below:
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69. It is unclear what the number zero on the top and front labels ja B`a`i_\ion� 

Product packaging refers to, as it could be imputed to refer to any of the nutrients, and

reasonable consumers may attach any desirable meaning, or combination thereof, to the number

zero, as reasonable consumers do with the number zero on other food and beverage products. For

instance, the number zero similarly appears on popular beverage products such as Pepsi Max to

indicate that the product contains no calories, carbohydrates or sugar. See exemplar label below.

70. Similarly, Coca Cola promin`iogt _dnkg\tn }Zer0~ ji oc` amjio g\]`g ja don Aj^\

Cola Zero product to indicate that it lacks calories. See exemplar label below:
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71. Plaintiffs and Class members have been exposed to numerous products which use

\ }0~/}X`mj~ h\mf`odib ^\hk\dbi oj o\mb`o c`\goc ^jin^djpn ^jinph`mn. Rc`n` ^\hk\dbin

typically highlight that the products lack a substance that consumers would prefer to avoid such

as added sugar, calories, or carbohydrates, among other things. For example, P`_@pggx }Rjo\g

X`mj~ `nergy drink�n g\]`gdib dn similar to that of Defendants. P`_@pggx g\]`gn don kmj_p^o }Rjo\g

X`mj~ oj di_d^\o` oj ^jinph`mn oc\o oc` kmj_p^o ^jio\din ij ^\gjmd`n jm ^\m]ohydrates. (See

Exhibit A, listing products seen by Plaintiffs h\mf`o`_ rdoc ndhdg\m }0~/~X`mj~ g\]`gdib rc`m`

}0~/}X`mj~ m`a`mn oj zero calories, zero sugar and/or zero carbohydrates.)

72. Plaintiffs believe that Defendants are piggy-]\^fdib jaa ja oc` }0~/}X`mj~

advertising campaigns that highlight the lack of calories or sugar in products even though

B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on, di a\^o, \m` k\^f`_ rdoc npb\mn \i_ pic`\goct ^\gjmd`n and sugar.

73. B`a`i_\ion \m` ^jiomd]podib oj ?h`md^\�n j]`ndot kmj]g`h rc`i c\ga ja \ll

Americans are overweight. If a consumer ate as much of the Products as they liked, they would

gdf`gt ]`^jh` j]`n`. Q`` npb\m ^jio`io ja oc` }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ \i_ }@g`i_`_~ Nmj_p^on

below:

Fruit on the Bottom Sugar Content (in grams)
Apple Cinnamon 16g

Apricot 15g
Banana 16g

Blackberry 15g
Blood Orange 15g

Blueberry 15g
Black Cherry 17g

Mango 16g
Passion Fruit 15g

Peach 15g
Pear 15g

Pineapple 15g
Pomegranate 15g

Raspberry 16g
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Strawberry 15g
Strawberry Banana 16g

Blended Sugar Content (in grams)
Black Cherry 24g

Blueberry 23g
Coconut 13g

Key Lime 16g
Lemon 15g

Orange Vanilla 16g
Pineapple 23g

Strawberry 23g
Strawberry Banana 16g

Vanilla 16g

As stated previously, a Nestle Fudge ice cream bar contains 15 grams of sugar. Eating a

Chobani® yogurt is no different (in fact, may be many times worse) than eating ice cream

because its sugar content may be higher. Fifteen grams of sugar is also equal to approximately 4

packets of table sugar.

74. B`a`i_\ion� ^jhk`odojmn \gnj pn` \ }0&~ ji oc`dm k\^f\bdib ]po h\f` ^g`\m oc\o 

oc` q\gp` k`mo\din oj oc`dm kmj_p^on� a\o ^jio`io jigt and do not leave room for interpretation that

the value pertains to calories or sugar. See exemplar labels below:
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75. Particularly appropriate is that Stonyfield specifies that the 0% only relates to fat,

but also concurrently discloses its caloric content up front so as to avoid misleading consumers

into the belief oc\o oc` }0&~ ^jpg_ m`g\o` oj ^\lorie count. This disclosure fully informs the

consumers so as to not cause them to believe they can eat as much yogurt as possible without the

caloric debt.

76. Defendants ensure an unfair advantage over their above-mentioned competitors

by failing to disclos` oj ^jinph`mn di \ ^g`\m h\ii`m rc`oc`m oc`dm }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ \i_

}@g`i_`_~ Nmj_p^on rdoc \ }0&~ \m` am`` ja a\o, npb\m, ^\aa`di`, ^\m]jct_m\o`n, \i_/jm ^\gjmd`n.

P`\nji\]g` ^jinph`mn \m` g`ao oj dhkpo` \it h`\idib oj oc` kmjhdi`io }0&~ ji oc` Nmj_ucts.

77. ?gocjpbc B`a`i_\ion� }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ \i_ }@g`i_`_~ Nmj_p^on \gnj n\t 

}Lji-D\o Wjbpmo~ di nh\gg kmdio, ^jinph`mn h\t m`\nji\]gt ]`gd`q` oc\o }0&~ _j`n ijo m`a`m oj

}0&~ a\o because it would make no sense to have similarly redundant claims and it is even more

m`\nji\]g` oj ^ji^gp_` oc\o }0&~ h`\in u`mj ^\gjmd`n jm joc`m ^g\dhn.

78. Another tactic employed by Defendants in their effort to make the Products

appear healthier is to list the daily value of the }Fruit on the Bottom~ Nmj_p^on \n }0&~ ji oc`ir

website. As such, consumers may also believe that the }0%~ on the Product container labels also
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mean that the daily value of sugar ii oc` Nmj_p^on dn 0&. Rc` _\dgt q\gp` )}BT~* dn \ b`i`m\g

guide created by the FDA that permits consumers to understand if a serving is high or low in a

particular nutrient. A general rule is a DV of 5% or less means that a nutrient is low, while a DV

ja 20& jm hjm` h`\in oc\o \ ipomd`io dn cdbc. Rc` DB? c\n no\o`_ oc\o }YiZj _\dgt m`a`m`i^`

value has been established for sugars because no recommendations have been made for the total

\hjpio oj `\o di \ _\t.~ ?n \ m`npgo, npb\m ^jio`io di \ n`mqdib dn `skm`nn`_ oj oc` i`\m`no bm\h

on a nutrition facts label but typically no daily value is included. See exemplar FDA label below:

http://www.fda.gov/food/ingredientspackaginglabeling/labelingnutrition/ucm274593.htm (as

appeared on 6/4/14)

79. On their website, however, Defendants include the nutrition facts for all of their

Nmj_p^on \i_ kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t }0&~ \n oc` _\dgt q\gp` ajm npb\m ajm their }Dmpdo ji oc`

@joojh~ Products. See exemplar labels below:
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http://www.chobani.com/products/fruit-on-the-bottom#black-cherry (as appeared on 6/4/14)
http://www.chobani.com/products/fruit-on-the-bottom#apple-cinnamon (as appeared on 6/4/14)

Ng\diodaan \i_ Ag\nn h`h]`mn r`m` `skjn`_ oj \i_ m`gd`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� 

intentionally confusing and misleading representatioin ji B`a`i_\ion� r`]ndo`. @\n`_ ji oc` 

claims above, a reasonable consumer is likely to believe that 1) there is an established daily

value for sugar and that 2) the grams of sugar present in the }Fruit on the Bottom~ Products

represent 0% of the recommended daily value.
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Defendants Make q?cVV\ YogurtV�� A6 >B H

80. &DEDMC@MSR� L@QJDS� % G NA@MH\ � @R� a# LDQHB@dR� MTLADQ� NMD� ) QDDJ� XNFTQSb and

OQNLHMDMSKX�K@ADK�@KK�SG DHQ�2QNCTBSR�@R�a) QDDJ�; NFTQS�b See exemplar Product packaging below:

As a result, Plaintiffs and consumers were led to reasonably believe that the Products were

imported from Greece when in fact, they are not. The name of the brand itself is not Greek.

a% G NA@MHb�HR�CDQHUDC�EQNL�SG D�6TQJHRG �K@MFT@FD��VG DQD�a ZNA@Mb�LD@MR�aRG DOG DQC�b�% G NA@MHdR�

founder and CEO is not Greek. He is a native of Turkey who moved to New York and opened

his yogurt plant in Central New York. Further, the Products sold in the U.S. are not

manufactured in Greece but solely within the U.S.

81. &DEDMC@MSR�RS@SD�SG D�ENKKNVHMF�HM�SG D�a ( QDPTDMSKX�# RJDC�3 TDRSHNMRb�O@FD�NE�SG DHQ�

website:

9 * # 6 d5�) 4 ''- �# $ 1 7 6�% * 1 $ # 0 +"

� � ( �	 �	 � �� +�� � � 
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Rc` rjm_ }Em``f~ _`n^md]`n cjr r` h\f` oc` tjbpmo di jpm kmj_p^os. We make our
yogurt the authentic way, never adding any thickeners.

Instead, we use a centuries-old technique of straining to remove excess liquid. This is
why Chobani is so thick, creamy and has two times more protein per serving than regular
yogurt.

http://www.chobani.com/faqs

Defendants are misleading consumers as the straining process referenced above is not unique to

Greece. Several other nations in the Middle Eastern region have been attributed with being the

place of origin of the strained yogurt method, including Turkey, Lebanon and Syria.

82. Defendants no\o` oc\o }Em``f~ m`a`mn oj cjr oc` Nmj_p^on \m` h\_` \i_ ijo oc`dm

place of origin but purposefully fail to make this fact clear on the Product packaging. Defendants

^jpg_ `\ndgt diajmh ^jinph`mn oc\o }Em``f~ tjbpmo m`a`mn oj oc` h\ipa\^opmdib kmj^`nn ]t

labeling their Products }Em``f-Qotg`~ jm }Em``f-Qom\di`_~ ji oc` k\^f\bdib \n joc`m kmj_p^on

do. See non-misleading labels below:
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Defendants intentionally obscure the origin of the Products by labeling them }Em``f Wjbpmo,~

thereby causing the reasonable consumer to believe that their Products are made in and imported

from Greece and/or using an authentically Greek straining process.

83. An English ^jpmo c\n mpg`_ oc\o B`a`i_\ion ^\iijo g\]`g oc`dm kmj_p^on }Em``f

tjbpmo~ di oc` Sido`_ Idib_jh ]`^\pn` B`a`i_\ion� Products are made in the United States.

D\b`, \ Em``f ^jhk\it \i_ ji` ja B`a`i_\ion� ^jhk`odojmn, \mbp`_ di oc` ^\n` oc\o oc` }Em``f 

tjbpmo~ g\]`g hdng`_ ^jinph`mn oj ]`gd`q` oc\o oc` Products had been made in Greece. The

English court agreed and Justice Michael Briggs granted an injunction preventing Defendants

amjh g\]`gdib oc`dm kmj_p^on }Em``f tjbpmo~ di the U.K. In his ruling, Justice Briggs found that

B`a`i_\ion� Products were deceptively labeled because they were in fact a }Greek-style~ yogurt

made in New York and not a true Greek yogurt produced in Greece. See Fage UK Ltd & Anor v.

Chobani UK Ltd & Anor [2013] EWHC 630 (Ch) (26 March 2013),

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Ch/2013/630.html (attached hereto as Exhibit C).

84. According to the findings of Justice Briggs,

}Acj]\id�n _ecision, led by Mr Bevers, to launch its product in the UK market as
Greek yoghurt appears to have been made in about June 2012. A telling insight
dioj Km @`q`mn� ocdifdib `h`mb`n amjh \i `h\dg oj orj ja cdn ^jgg`\bp`n _\o`_ 15 
June containing the followiib m`g`q\io j]n`mq\odjin;z �Rj n`gg Acj]\id di oc`
SI \n }Em``f Qotg`~ h`\in r` \m` ^jhk`odib rdoc kmj_p^on oc\o \m` hp^c
cheaper to make, have inferior quality in terms of thickness, etc. That might be
too challengingz.�

In any event, the note makes it clear that he decided that Chobani should take the
risk that a substantial proportion of the relevant yoghurt eating public in the UK
would think that Greek yoghurt meant yoghurt made in Greece, because he
recognised an insuperable commercial disadvantage di kjndodjidib Acj]\id�n 
kmj_p^o \b\dino oc` `sdnodib Em``f Qotg` tjbcpmo \q\dg\]g` ajm n\g` di oc` SI.~

Fage UK Ltd & Anor v Chobani UK Ltd & Anor [2013] EWHC 630 at Paragraphs 76-77
(Ch) (26 March 2013).
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85. Defendants were well aware that U.K. consumers could differentiate between

}Em``f Wjbpmo~ \i_ }Em``f-notg`~ tjbpmo and still Defendants decided to take the risk of

creating confusion because it ensured an economic advantage over their competitors. In fact,

Defendants were warned repeatedly, by their own advisers and market experts, to refrain from

h\mf`odib oc` Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f Wjbpmo~ ]`^\pn` do r\n hdng`\_dib, a warning which

Defendants ignored. Defendants intentionally seek to create the same confusion among U.S.

consumers.

86. While descriptorn np^c \n }Go\gd\i _m`nndib~ \i_ }Dm`i^c amd`n~ c\q` gjib ]``i

accepted as generic references without geographic-origin association, }Greek~ yogurt is a

relatively new product and is not a generic product reference. Geographic indications are

commonly used to indicate the regional origin of a product, such as wine or beer. The use of a

geographic origin conveys to the consumer important or desirable characteristics that are typical

of that geographic region. Geographic origins are also an indicator of quality and craftmanship,

as the consumer will know that the product comes from a region characterized for superior

quality. Further, geographic origins are also intended to protect products and producers in a

particular region from unfair competition. Substantial goodwill from the geographic designation

ja }Em``f Wjbpmo~ dn m`ag`^o`_ di oc` km`hdph kmd^dib m`g\odq` oj joc`m b`i`md^ iji-Greek or

non-Greek style yogurts. Rcpn, oc` _`n^mdkodji ja }Em``f Wjbpmo~ dn ijo h`m`gt \n \ b`i`md^

product term, but one which has specific business value and consumer goodwill.

87. One of the geographic origins recognized in the U.S. are Florida oranges. Given

^jinph`mn� g`q`g ja ompno \i_ m`gd\i^` ji oc` cdbc lp\gdot ja Dgjmd_\ jm\ib`n, sellers of Florida

oranges advertise the geographic origin of their products. For instance, the Tropicana® Pure

Premium orange juice line prominently labels its kmj_p^o \n }100& kpm` Dgjmd_\ jm\ib` epd^`.~
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On its website, Tropicana® h\mf`on don kmj_p^o \n }100& Npm` Qlp``u`_ Dgjmd_\ Qpincdi`~ \i_

states that its Tropicana® Npm` Nm`hdph c\n }16 am`nc-picked Florida oranges squeezed into

doz~ Ajinph`mn m`\nji\]gt m`gt ji oc` m`km`n`io\odji oc\o Rmjkd^\i\x Pure Premium juice is

made with oranges that are grown in Florida and impute substantial value and goodwill on the

Floridian geographic origin.

88. Similarly, consumers who purchase Idaho potatoes reasonably rely on the

representation that the products are grown in Idaho and are therefore of a particular quality. The

prominence of Idaho potatoes is partly due to the Idaho Potato Commission which was created to

elevate the visibility of Idaho potatoes with the general public. The Commission is a self-

governing agency of the State of Idaho whose primary responsibilty is to promote the Idaho

potato through advertising and marketing initiatives. As a result, Idaho potatoes are the best-

sellng potato brand in the U.S., as consumers actively look for this geographic origin when

purchasing potato products. Consumers impute substantial value and goodwill to the Idaho

geographic origin.

89. Associating a product name with its place of origin is very common among

consumers in imputing product quality, value and goodwill. Rm\_dodji\ggt oc` o`mh }^\qd\m~

refers only to roe from wild sturgeon in the Caspian and Black Sea (Beluga, Ossetra and Sevruga

caviars). As such, reasonable consumers rely on the representation that caviar that is labeled

}Ppnnd\i ^\qd\m~ dn h\ipa\^opm`_ di oc`n` m`bdjin. In the wine industry, geographic indication is

such an important factor that statements of geographical location are subject to regulation. For

example, tj ]` _`ndbi\o`_ \n \ }A\gdajmid\~ wine, 100% of the grapes used in the wine must be

grown in that state. To bear a viticultural area designation such as "Napa," "Sonoma," or "El

Dorado County," 85% or more of the grapes used must be grown in the designated area. The
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winery production and bottling designation on a wine label also serve to inform an educated

consumer. "Estate Bottled" and "Grown, Produced and Bottled by ..." each mean that 100% of

the grapes used must be from a vineyard that is owned or controlled within a viticultural area

where the winery is located. These designations by a respected winemaker often denote a higher

quality wine, since the entire product was produced by that winemaker. "Produced and Bottled

by . . ." designates that the bottler made, fermented and finished at least 75% of the wine. "Made

and Bottled by . . ." means that the bottler made, fermented and finished at least 10% of the wine.

Knowledge of the foregoing labeling regulations can give a consumer more information and a

better understanding of a given wine. Thus, a label that ties wine or any other food product to a

k\mod^pg\m b`jbm\kcd^ gj^\odji ^\i ]` ^mp^d\g oj \ ^jinph`m�n kpm^c\ndib _`^dndji. 

90. The food and beverage industries are not the only industries which make use of

geographic indicators. Several other product names are often associated with place of origin or

manufacture, and not necessarily with a manufacturing process. For example, Mikimoto pearls

sold within the U.S. are cultivated under a strict patented process in the bays of Ise, Honshu

Japan, a tiny island off the Ise coast purchased by Mikimoto. Rj ]` ^jind_`m`_ }Kdfdhjoj

lp\gdot,~ \ k`\mg hpno ]` c\mq`no`_ di this location. Jewelers who sell Japanese pearls sell pearls

^pgodq\o`_ di H\k\i, \i_ \n np^c \m` ijo }H\k\i`n`-notg`~ k`\mgn.

91. In the world of music, the Selmer Mark VI is a professional model saxophone

that is generally considered the finest French saxophone. It was manufactured by Henri Selmer

Paris, a French company named after its founder. The Selmer Paris brand has been used by many

well-known saxophonists such as Benny Webster, Dexter Gordon, and John Coltrane, as well as

contemporary artists such as Joshua Redman and Chris Potter. Purchasers of the Selmer Paris

brand reasonably rely on the representation that a saxophone labeled Henri Selmer Paris is
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manufactured in France or using French parts. Yamaha saxophones use the identical body tube

as the legendary Selmer Mark VI model but Yamaha rightly does not sell its horns as French

saxophones. Despite its similarity, all Yamaha saxophones are properly referred to as Japanese

saxophones. Defendants should similarly state that its Products are American yogurt or, at best,

Greek-styled yogurt.

92. In some instances, where a product name relates to a manufacturing process, the

name may nonetheless point to the place of manufacture. For example, tc` kcm\n` }E`mh\i

`ibdi``mdib~ cas been used as a significant selling point for sellers of BMW, Porsche and

Mercedes Benz vehicles as the phrase has been understood to mean that a vehicle is reliable and

of high quality. However, the phrase also signifies that the vehicle is manufactured in Germany

and/or by German nationals. On the Porsche engineering website, the company begins by stating

oc\o }Jj^\odjin \gnj m`km`n`io \ kjdio ja qd`r~ \i_ }YoZhe Porsche brand stands for 'Made in

Germany', a maxim we promote all over the world.~

93. When a product name relates to a manufacturing process, sellers may nonetheless

be clear with the consuming public \]jpo oc` kmj_p^o�n jmdbdi. For example, Uno Chicago Grill,

also fijri \n Sij�n, dn \ am\i^cdn`_ kduu`md\ m`no\pm\io ^c\di. Sij�n ^g\dhn oj c\q` jmdginated

the deep dish pizza in Chicago. As such, deep dish pizza has become synonymous with the city

of Chicago. Although Sijn� _``k _dnc kduu\ is currently sold everywhere in the U.S., it is

^jhhjigt m`a`mm`_ oj \n }Acd^\bj-Qotg`~ kduu\ ]t Sij�n and other sellers. As such, consumers

are made aware that the name does not refer to place of manufacture but the method of

manufacturing. (See also Exhibit B, listing products actually made/manufactured in region

associated with product name.)
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94. Although Defendants list the address of the manufacturer in small print on the

back of its Products, a reasonable consumer may nonetheless be misled. It is well settled that

small print and back-of-the-label-disclosures do not insulate defendants from liability stemming

from otherwise misleading affirmative statements because reasonable consumers should not be

expected to scour a label to be sure prominent representations are not false. See, e.g., Ackerman

v. Coca Cola Co., No. 09-0395, 2010 WL 2925955, at *16 (E.D.N.Y. July 21, 2010).

Defendants Make Misrepresentations in Social Media

95. In furtherance of their efforts to deceive consumers as to the contents of their

Products, Defendants posted the following on their Facebook page along with a message stating

}U` gdf` jpm ampdo amjh \ om``, ijo \ g\]~;
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(See Facebook Timeline Photos at

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151899914736852&set=a.187018951851.136926.

27486451851&type=1&theater, as appeared on 3/11/14).

96. ?ijoc`m D\^`]jjf kjno ]t B`a`i_\ion no\o`n }?moificial ingredients don't grow on

om``n. Dmpdo _j`n~ \i_ _dnkg\tn oc` ajggjrdib;
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(See Facebook Timeline Photos at

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151888126426852&set=a.187018951851.136926.

27486451851&type=1&theater, as appeared on 3/11/14).

97. The statements and images above mislead consumers into believing that

B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on \m` c`\gocd`m oc\i joc`m kmj_p^on ]`^\pn` oc`t kpmkjmo oj ^jio\di jigt 

natural ingredients. Had Plaintiffs known that the representations they relied on herein were

false, misleading, deceptive and unfair, they would not have purchased the Products nor paid the

premium price Defendants charged and continue to charge for them. In an effort to further their

misleading representations, Defendants have begun to use the inside of their Product packaging
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oj h\f` \__dodji\g ^g\dhn \]jpo oc` Nmj_p^on� i\opm\gi`nn. ? ^jinph`m jk`idib \ ^jio\di`m ja 

B`a`i_\ion� }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ yogurt may find the following message inside the lid:

Mother Nature made the ingredients.
We just put them in a cup.
CHOBANI®
FMU K?RRCPQy

98. Defendants are particularly deceptive in their messaging regarding the sugar in

oc`dm Nmj_p^on ndi^` }Kjoc`m L\opm`~ _j`n ijo \modad^d\ggt ^ji_`in` \i_ ^ji^`iom\o` oc`

sweetness of cane juice; simply, ECJ is not naturally occurring. One Facebook post by

B`a`i_\ion no\o`n }Kjno 100-calorie yogurts use artificial sweeteners. We think Mother Nature's

nr``o `ijpbc~ \i_ _dnkg\tn oc` ajggjrdib;
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99. The image above blatantly attempts to mislead consumers into believing that

evaporated cane juice is a completely different ingredient than regular sugar and Defendants

appear to be succeeding. In response to the image above, on March 2, 2014, one consumer, Joe

@\gg`ib`m, \nf`_ B`a`i_\ion }Hpno jpo ja ^pmdjndot, cjr dn `q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^` ]`oo`m oc\i

npb\m>~ )See Facebook Timeline Photos at

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151886750601852&set=a.187018951851.136926.

27486451851&type=1&theater, as appeared on 3/11/14). Defendants never replied to the inquiry

despite almost always answering consumer queries.
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100. B`a`i_\ion� h\mf`odib ^\hk\dbi dn dio`i_`_ oj hdng`\_ ^jinph`mn dioj ]`gd`qdib 

oc\o oc` Nmj_p^on \m` c`\goct \i_ ipomdodjpn rc`i oc`t \m` ijo. Mi` ^jio\di`m ja B`a`i_\ion� 

Black Cherry flavored }Blended~ yogurt has significantly more sugar in a serving than Chips

Ahoy cookies or Oreo cookies. See below:

Product Sugar content per serving (in grams)
Chobani® Blended { Black Cherry 24
Nabisco Oreo Sandwich Cookies 14

Nabisco Oreo Double Stuf Cookies 13
Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies - Original 11

101. Consumption of the Products is not part of a healthier lifestyle as the Products

have no health benefits and are comparable to eating junk food.

Plaintiffs WVcV A_[fcVU Rd R IVdf]e `W <VWV_UR_eds EZd]VRUZ_X R_U Deceptive Conduct

102. Plaintiffs and the Class paid a premium price for the Products. Plaintiffs paid the

following for the Products as follows:

Fruit on the Botttom
5.3 oz. $1.59 (or more)2

Blended
5.3 oz. $1.59 (or more)
Greek Yogurt
16 oz. $3.99
Greek Yogurt
32 oz. $5.99
Simply 100
5.3 oz. $1.59 (or more)

Similar Products (i.e., Greek-style, iji }0&~ \i_ iji CAH kmj_p^on* h\_` ]t B`a`i_\ion� 

competitor Muller are sold at Shoprite as follows:

Muller Greek Style
Yogurt
5.3 oz.

10 for $10.00

2 The 5.3 ounce individual servings have also been sold in retail markets, and purchased by Plaintiffs and Class
members, for as high as $3.49. See attached Exhibit D.
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Similar Products )d.`., iji }0&~ \i_ iji CAH kmj_p^on* h\_` ]t B`a`i_\ion� ^jhk`odojms

Muller and Dannon are sold at Shoprite as follows:

Dannon Light & Fit
Yogurt
6 oz.

10 for $5.00

103. The types of misrepresentations made by Defendants would be considered by a

reasonable consumer when deciding to purchase the Products.

104. Ng\diodaan _d_ ijo fijr, \i_ c\_ ij m`\nji oj fijr, oc\o B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on 

were misbranded, and bore deceptive and misleading claims.

105. For these m`\njin, B`a`i_\ion� ^g\dhn \o dnnp` di this First Amended Complaint

are misleading and in violation of FDA guidelines and consumer protection laws of each of the

50 states and the District of Columbia, and the Products at issue are misbranded as a matter of

law. Misbranded products cannot be legally manufactured, advertised, distributed, held or sold in

the United States.

106. Through their deceptive practice of marketing and selling the Products,

Defendants were able to command a premium price by deceiving consumers about the attributes

of the Prodp^on \i_ _dnodibpdncdib oc`hn`gq`n amjh ndhdg\m kmj_p^on. Djm `s\hkg`, B`a`i_\ion� 

}Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ Nmj_p^on ^jhh\i_ (i) a 275% price premium per fluid ounce, over

B\iiji�n Jdbco \i_ Ddo tjbpmo, \ ^jhk`odib ]m\i_ and (ii) a 67% price premium per fluid ounce,

jq`m Kpgg`m�n Em``f Qotg` Wjbpmo, \ijoc`m ^jhk`odib ]m\i_. Defendants were motivated to

mislead consumers for no other reason than to take away market share from competing products,

thereby increasing their own profits.
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107. B`a`i_\ion� g\]`gdib \n \gg`ged herein is false and misleading and was designed

to increase sales of the Products at issue. Defendants� misrepresentations are part of their

systematic labeling practices.

108. Plaintiffs and Class members were exposed to, and relied on, B`a`i_\ion�

extensive marketing campaign, including misrepresentations made via their website and social

media, as stated herein, prior to making their purchases. At the time of purchase, Plaintiffs and

Class members read the labels on D`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on, di^gp_dib 1) ECJ as an ingredient, 2)

}0&~ ji }Fruit on the Bottom~ and }Blended~ Products (as defined in Paragraph 24 (v)), and 3)

}Em``f Wjbpmo~ ^g\dhn.

109. B`a`i_\ion� g\]`gdib ^g\dhn and misleading website and online marketing were

material factors di Ng\diodaan� \i_ Ag\nn h`h]`mn� _`^dndjin oj kpm^c\n` oc` Nmj_p^on. @\n`_ ji 

B`a`i_\ion� ^g\dhn, Ng\diodaan \i_ Ag\nn h`h]`mn ]`gd`q`_ oc\o oc` Nmj_p^on r`m` \ ]`oo`m \i_ 

healthier choice than other available yogurt products.

110. Plaintiffs and Class members did not know that the ingredient listed as ECJ was in

fact sucrose and essentially the nutritional equivalent of ordinary white sugar, and Plaintiffs and

Ag\nn h`h]`mn m`gd`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� `skgd^do CAH m`km`n`io\odjin \i_ oc` \]n`i^` ja \__`_ 

}npb\m~ ji oc` dibm`_d`io gdno, di^gp_dib oc` 0& _\dgt q\gp` ja npb\m \n gdno`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� 

website. Plaintiffs and Class members would not have bought the purchased Products had they

known that the ingredient declared as ECJ was really added sugar (i.e., added sucrose). As a

result of such reliance, Plaintiffs and Class members thougho oc\o B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on r`m` 

km`a`m\]g` oj joc`m ndhdg\m kmj_p^on g\^fdib np^c no\o`h`ion, jm \^^pm\o`gt gdnodib \__`_ }npb\m~

as an ingredient.
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111. Bp` oj B`a`i_\ion� a\dgpm` oj `skgd^dogt no\o` rc\o oc` }0&~ ji oc` amjio g\]`g ja 

its }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products (as defined in Paragraph 24), Plaintiffs and

Class members imputed several meanings to the representation including that the Products

lacked sugar, calories, carbohydrates and/or fat. The intentionally misleading representations

were compounded by Defendants listing the daily value on the }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ Products as

}0&~ ji oc`dm r`]ndo`. Plaintiffs and Class members were exposed to these misrepresentations

prior to purchase and relied on them. As a result of such reliance, Plaintiffs and Class members

thought the Products were preferable to other similar products lacking such statements. Plaintiffs

and Class members would not have bought the purchased Products had they not been misled by

oc` }0&~ m`km`n`io\odji dioj ]`gd`qdib oc\o oc` Nmj_p^on r`m` c`\gocd`m oc\i oc`t r`m`.

112. Plaintiffs and Class members did not know that the Products were manufactured

in the U.S. and not in Greece or that the products were not made using an authentically Greek

straining method because B`a`i_\ion \_q`modn` oc` Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f~ Wjbpmo. Ng\diodaan \i_

Class members would not have bought the purchased Products had they known that the

purchased Products are not (i) manufactured in Greece or (ii) made using an authentically Greek

straining process. As a result of such reliance, Plaintiffs and Class members thought that

B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on r`m` \poc`iod^ }Em``f~ tjbpmo km`a`m\]g` oj joc`m ndhdg\m kmj_p^on (i)

lacking such statements or (ii) accum\o`gt d_`iodatdib oc`dm kmj_p^on \n }Em``f-notg`~ tjbpmo.

113. Plaintiffs and Class members relied on the labeling and representations on

B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^o k\^faging.

114. At the point of sale, Plaintiffs and Class members did not know, and had no

reason to knor, oc\o B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on r`m` hdn]m\i_`_ \n n`o ajmoc c`m`di, \i_ rjpg_ ijo 

have bought the Products had they known the truth about them.
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115. At the point of sale, Plaintiffs and Class members did not know, and had no

reason to know, that Defendants� ECJ, 0% and Greek claims were unlawful as set forth herein,

and would not have bought the Products had they known the truth about them.

116. Reasonable consumers would be, and were, misled in the same manner as

Plaintiffs in that a reasonable consumer would not recognize 1) that the ingredient listed as ECJ

is really what is more cohhjigt fijri \n \__`_ }npb\m,~ 2* rc\o oc` }0&~ ji oc` amjio ja oc`

}Fruit on the Bottom~ and }@g`i_`_~ Nmj_p^on m`km`n`ion jm 3* oc\o B`a`i_\ion� }Em``f Wjbpmo~ 

in not manufactured in Greece or made using an authentically Greek straining process.

117. ?n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� hdnm`km`n`i\o\odjin, Ng\diodaan \i_ ocjpn\i_n ja joc`mn 

throughout the United States purchased the Products.

118. B`a`i_\ion� g\]`gdib, \_q`modndib, \i_ h\mf`odib \n \gg`ged herein is false and

hdng`\_dib \i_ _`ndbi`_ oj di^m`\n` n\g`n ja oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion� hdnm`km`n`io\odjin \m` 

part of an extensive labeling, advertising and marketing campaign, and a reasonable person

rjpg_ \oo\^c dhkjmo\i^` oj B`a`i_\ion� m`km`n`itations in determining whether to purchase the

Products at issue.

119. Ng\diodaan \i_ oc` Ag\nn c\q` ]``i _\h\b`_ ]t B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` \i_ pia\dm 

conduct in that they purchased a misbranded Product or paid prices they otherwise would not

have paid had Defei_\ion ijo hdnm`km`n`io`_ oc`dm Nmj_p^on� dibm`_d`ion.
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CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

The Nationwide Class

120. Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant Rule 23 of the Federal Rules

ja Adqdg Nmj^`_pm` ji ]`c\ga ja oc` ajggjrdib ^g\nn )oc` }Ag\nn~*;

All persons or entities in the United States who made retail
purchases of the Products during the applicable limitations period,
and/or such subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate.
Excluded from the Class are current and former officers and
directors of Defendants, members of the immediate families of the
jaad^`mn \i_ _dm`^ojmn ja B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g 
representatives, heirs, successors, assigns, and any entity in which
they have or have had a controlling interest. Also excluded from
the Class is the judicial officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The New York Class

121. Plaintiffs BARRY STOLTZ, ALLAN CHANG and KRISTIE SUAREZ seek to

m`km`n`io \ ^g\nn ^jindnodib ja oc` ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }L`r Wjmf Ag\nn~*;

All New York residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The New Jersey Class

122. Plaintiff ELAINE COVALESKI, KRISTIE SUAREZ and ROSALIE MAYES

n``f oj m`km`n`io \ ^g\nn ^jindnodib ja oc` ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }L`r H`mn`t Ag\nn):

All New Jersey residents who made retail purchases of the
Products during the applicable limitations period, and/or such
subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the
Class are current and former officers and directors of Defendants,
members of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
Defendants, D`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
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assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The California Class

123. Plaintiffs SHARON MANIER, GILBERT MENDEZ, SUSAN L. TRAN and

SHIRLEY NGO n``f oj m`km`n`io \ ^g\nn ^jindnodib ja oc` ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }A\gdajmid\

Ag\nn~*;

All California residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, heirs, successors,
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Virginia Class

124. Plaintiff SHERRY L. STEELEY seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }Tdmbdid\ Ag\nn~*;

All Virginia residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Pennsylvania Class

125. Plaintiffs ESTERLENE SAVAGE and NANCY BLICHA seek to represent a

^g\nn ^jindnodib ja oc` ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }N`iintgq\id\ Ag\nn~*;

All Pennsylvania residents who made retail purchases of the
Products during the applicable limitations period, and/or such
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subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the
Class are current and former officers and directors of Defendants,
members of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Massachusetts Class

126. Plaintiff CHRISTINE COREY seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }K\nn\^cpn`oon Ag\nn~*;

All Massachusetts residents who made retail purchases of the
Products during the applicable limitations period, and/or such
subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the
Class are current and former officers and directors of Defendants,
members of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Florida Class

127. Plaintiffs TERESA COHEN, KENNETH LEIBOWITZ and DOROTHY

A.UHLMAN n``f oj m`km`n`io \ ^g\nn ^jindnodib ja oc` ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }Dgjmd_\ Ag\nn~*;

All Florida residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, heirs, successors,
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The West Virginia Class

128. Plaintiff DEBORAH I. NOBLE seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }U`no Tdmbdid\ Ag\nn~*;
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All West Virginia residents who made retail purchases of the
Products during the applicable limitations period, and/or such
subclasses as the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the
Class are current and former officers and directors of Defendants,
members of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Michigan Class

129. Plaintiff JAMES MANIER seeks to represent a class consisting of the following

np]^g\nn )oc` }Kd^cdb\i Ag\nn~*;

All Michigan residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Ohio Class

130. Plaintiff CHERYL A. BERG seeks to represent a class consisting of the following

np]^g\nn )oc` }Mcdj Ag\nn~*;

All Ohio residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\oives, heirs, successors,
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.
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The Maine Class

131. Plaintiff DOROTHY A.UHLMAN seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }K\di` Ag\nn~*;

All Maine residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Georgia Class

132. Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }E`jmbd\ Ag\nn~*;

All Georgia residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dmn, np^^`nnjmn, 
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

The Texas Class

133. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) seeks to represent a class consisting of the

ajggjrdib np]^g\nn )oc` }R`s\n Ag\nn~*;

All Texas residents who made retail purchases of the Products
during the applicable limitations period, and/or such subclasses as
the Court may deem appropriate. Excluded from the Class are
current and former officers and directors of Defendants, members
of the immediate families of the officers and directors of
B`a`i_\ion, B`a`i_\ion� g`b\g m`km`n`io\odq`n, c`dms, successors,
assigns, and any entity in which they have or have had a
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controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class is the judicial
officer to whom this lawsuit is assigned.

134. Plaintiffs reserve the right to revise the Class definition based on facts learned in

the course of litigating this matter.

135. Numerosity: This action has been brought and may properly be maintained as a

class action against Defendants under Rules 23(b)(1)(B) and 23(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. While the exact number and identities of other Class members are unknown to

Plaintiffs at this time, Plaintiffs are informed and believe that there are hundreds of thousands of

members in the Nationwide Class, New York Class, New Jersey Class, California Class, Virginia

Class, Pennsylvania Class, Massachusetts Class, Florida Class, West Virginia Class, Michigan

Class, Ohio Class, Maine Class, Georgia Class and Texas Class. Based on sales of the Products,

it is estimated that each Class is composed of more than 10,000 persons. Furthermore, even if

subclasses need to be created for these consumers, it is estimated that each subclass would have

thousands of members. The persons in each of the Classes are so numerous that joinder of all

such persons is impracticable and the disposition of their claims in a class action rather than in

individual actions will benefit the parties and the courts.

136. Common Questions Predominate: Questions of law and fact arise from

B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o _`n^md]`_ c`m`di. Qp^c lp`nodjin \m` ^jhhji oj \gg Alasses because each

Ag\nn h`h]`m�n ^g\dh _`mdq`n amjh oc` n\h` a\gn`, hdng`\_dib \i_ _`^`kodq` misconduct. The

common questions of law and fact involved predominate over any questions affecting only

Plaintiffs or individual Class members. Thus, proof of a common or single set of facts will

establish the right of each member of the Classes to recover. Among the questions of law and

fact common to the Classes are the following:
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a. whether listing sugar as ECJ on their Products is false and misleading;

b. whether listing the ingr`_d`io }`q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ dn hdng`\_dib ]`^\pn` do dn

ijo }epd^`~<

c. whether identifying sugar as ECJ renders the Greek yogurt Products at issue

misbranded;

d. whether Defendants failed to disclose to consumers that ECJ is an unlawful term

that merely refers to sugar;

e. whether Defendants engaged in a marketing practice intended to deceive

consumers by substituting the term ECJ for sugar in their Greek yogurt Products;

f. rc`oc`m B`a`i_\ion kmjk`mgt d_`iodad`_ oc`dm Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f~ tjbpmo rc`i

they are not made in Greece, made by Greek national, nor use any manufacturing

methods or arts particular to the culture or nation of Greece;

g. rc`oc`m _dnkg\tdib }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_ amjio g\]`g ja oc`dm Nmj_p^on rdocjpo

sufficient context is deceptive and/or misleading;

h. whethem _dnkg\tdib }0&~ \n oc` _\dgt q\gp` ajm npb\m ji oc` }Dmpdo ji oc`

@joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Nmj_p^on ji B`a`i_\ion� r`]ndo` dn _`^`kodq` \i_/jm 

misleading;

i. rc`oc`m h\mf`odib, \_q`modndib, g\]`gdib \i_/jm n`ggdib oc` Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f

Wjbpmo~ dn _`^`kdq` \i_/or misleading;

j. whether Defendants have been unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs and

the other Class members by their misconduct;

k. rc`oc`m B`a`i_\ion� nj^d\g h`_d\ activity/campaign misleads consumers into

]`gd`qdib oc\o B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on \m` c`\gocd`m oc\i oc`y are;
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l. whether Defendants use the inside lid of their Product packaging to make

_`^`kodq` ^g\dhn \]jpo oc` Nmj_p^on� i\opm\gi`nn<

m. whether Defendants must disgorge any and all profits they have made as a result

of their misconduct;

n. whether Defendants should be barred from marketing their Greek yogurt

Products with ECJ as an ingredient;

o. whether Defendants should be barred from marketing their Greek yogurt

Products with a }0%~ on the top and front label of their Products without

additional context;

p. whethem B`a`i_\ion ncjpg_ ]` ]\mm`_ amjh _dnkg\tdib }0&~ \n oc` _\dgt q\gp`

for sugar on the }Fruit on the Bottom~ and }Blended~ Nmj_p^on ji B`a`i_\ion� 

website; and

q. whether Defendants should be barred from marketing their Greek yogurt

Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f Wjbpmo.~

137. Typicality: Ng\diodaan� ^g\dhn \m` otkd^\g ja ocjn` ja oc` Ag\nn h`h]`mn ]`^\pn` 

Plaintiffs and the other Class members sustained damages arising out of the same wrongful

conduct, as detailed herein during the Class Period. Plaintiffs purchased Defendants' Products

_pmdib oc` Ag\nn N`mdj_ \i_ npno\di`_ ndhdg\m diepmd`n \mdndib jpo ja B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o di 

violation of the laws of New York, New Jersey, California, Virginia, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Florida, West Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, Maine, Georgia and Texas.  B`a`i_\ion� 

unlawful, unfair and fraudulent actions concern the same business practices described herein

irrespective of where they occurred or were experienced. The injuries of the Classes were

^\pn`_ _dm`^ogt ]t B`a`i_\ion� rmjibapg hdn^ji_p^t. In addition, the factual underpinning of
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B`a`i_\ion� hdn^ji_p^o dn ^jhhji oj \gg h`h]`mn of all Classes and represents a common

ocm`\_ ja hdn^ji_p^o m`npgodib di diepmt oj \gg h`h]`mn ja oc` Ag\nn.  Ng\diodaan� ^g\dhn \mdn` amjh 

the same practices and course of conduct that give rise to the claims of the members of each

Class and are based on the same legal theories.

138. Adequacy: Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent and pursue the interests

of the Class and have retained competent counsel experienced in prosecuting nationwide class

actions. Plaintiffs understand the nature of their claims herein, have no disqualifying conditions,

and will vigorously represent the interests of the Class. L`doc`m Ng\diodaan ijm Ng\diodaan� ^jpin`g 

have any interests that conflict with or are antagonistic to the interests of the Class. Plaintiffs

have retained highly competent and experienced class action attorneys to represent their interests

\i_ ocjn` ja oc` Ag\nn.  Ng\diodaan \i_ Ng\diodaan� ^jpin`g c\q` oc` iecessary financial resources to

adequately and vigorously litigate this class action, and Plaintiffs and counsel are aware of their

fiduciary responsibilities to the Class and will diligently discharge those duties by vigorously

seeking the maximum possible recovery for the Class.

139. Superiority: A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and

efficient adjudication of this controversy. The damages suffered by any individual class member

are too small to make it economically feasible for an individual class member to prosecute a

separate action, and it is desirable for judicial efficiency to concentrate the litigation of the

claims in this forum. Furthermore, the adjudication of this controversy through a class action will

avoid the potentially inconsistent and conflicting adjudications of the claims asserted herein.

There will be no difficulty in the management of this action as a class action.

140. The prerequisites to maintaining a class action for injunctive relief or equitable

relief pursuant to Rule 23(b)(2) are met, as Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds
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generally applicable to the Class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive or equitable relief

with respect to the Class as a whole.

141. The prerequisites to maintaining a class action for injunctive relief or equitable

relief pursuant to Rule 23(b)(3) are met, as questions of law or fact common to the Class

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, and a class action is superior

to other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy. The

prosecution of separate actions by members of the Class would create a risk of establishing

inconsistent rulings and/or incompatible standards of conduct for Defendants. Additionally,

individual actions may be dispositive of the interest of all members of the Class, although certain

Ag\nn h`h]`mn \m` ijo k\mod`n oj np^c \^odjin. B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o dn b`i`m\ggt \kkgd^\]g` oj oc` 

Class as a whole and Plaintiffs seek, inter alia, equitable remedies with respect to the Class as a

rcjg`. ?n np^c, B`a`i_\ion� ntno`h\od^ kjgd^d`n \i_ km\^od^`n h\f` _`^g\m\ojmt m`gd`a rdoc 

respect to the Class as a whole appropriate.

CAUSES OF ACTION

COUNT I
(ON BEHALF OF THE NEW YORK CLASS)

INJUNCTION FOR VIOLATIONS OF NEW YORK GENERAL BUSINESS LAW § 349
(DECEPTIVE AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT)

142. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ reallege and incorporate herein by

reference paragraphs 1 through 141 herein and further allege as follows:

143. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ bring this claim individually and on

behalf of the other members of the New York Class for an injunction for violations of New

Wjmf�n B`^`kodq` ?^on jm Nm\^od^`n J\r, E`i. @pn. J\r w 349 )}LW E@J~*.
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144. NY GBL § 349 provides that deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any

business, trade or commerce or in the furnishing of any service in this state are unlawful.

145. Any person who has been injured by reason of any violation of the NY GBL may

bring an action in his own name to enjoin such unlawful act or practice, an action to recover his

actual damages or fifty dollars, whichever is greater, or both such actions. The court may, in its

discretion, increase the award of damages to an amount not to exceed three times the actual

damages up to one thousand dollars, if the court finds the Defendants willfully or knowingly

violated this section. The court may award reasonable attorney's fees to a prevailing plaintiff.

146. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Fruit on the Bottom~ and }Blended~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

147. The practices employed by Defendants, whereby Defendants advertised,

kmjhjo`_, \i_ h\mf`o`_ oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Yogurt,~ mischaracterized sugar as ECJ
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\i_ \m` g\]`g`_ }0&~ rdocjpo sufficient context are unfair, deceptive, and misleading and are in

violation of the N.Y. Agric. and Markets Law § 201 in that said Products are misbranded.

148. The foregoing deceptive acts and practices were directed at consumers.

149. Defendants should be enjoined from marketing their Products as containing ECJ

\i_ ncjpg_ ]` `iejdi`_ amjh _dnkg\tdib \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_ amjio g\]`g Nmj_p^o k\^f\bdib \i_

as part of their marketing campaign and should be enjoined from labeling the Products as

}Em``f~ Wjbpmo rdocjpo sufficient context as described above pursuant to NY GBL § 349.

150. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ, on behalf of themselves and all

joc`mn ndhdg\mgt ndop\o`_, m`nk`^oapggt _`h\i_ \ ep_bh`io `iejdidib B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o, 

awarding costs of this proceeding and attorn`tn� a``n, \n kmjqd_`_ ]t LW E@J, \i_ np^c joc`m 

relief as this Court deems just and proper.

COUNT II
(ON BEHALF OF THE NEW YORK CLASS)

VIOLATIONS OF NEW YORK GENERAL BUSINESS LAW § 349
(DECEPTIVE AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT)

151. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ reallege and incorporate herein by

reference paragraphs 1 through 150 herein and further alleges as follows:

152. Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ bring this claim individually and on

behalf of the other members of the New York Class for violatioin ja L`r Wjmf�n B`^`kodq` ?^on 

or Practices Law, Gen. Bus. Law § 349.

153. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an
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ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

sugar from the milk and fruit present in the Products. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

several meanings to the valu`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

154. By the acts and conduct alleged herein, Defendants committed unfair or deceptive

acts and practices by misbranding their Products as }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n

ECJ and labeled 0% without sufficient context.

155. The practices employed by Defendants, whereby Defendants advertised,

promoted, and h\mf`o`_ oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f,~ ^jio\di CAH, \i_ \m` g\]`g`_ }0&~

without sufficient context are unfair, deceptive, and misleading and are in violation of the N.Y.

Agric. and Markets Law § 201 in that said Products are misbranded.

156. Defendants should be enjoined from marketing their Products as containing ECJ

\i_ ncjpg_ ]` `iejdi`_ amjh _dnkg\tdib \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_ amjio g\]`g Nmj_p^o k\^f\bdib \i_

as part of their marketing campaign and should be enjoined from labeling the Products as

}Em``f~ Yogurt without sufficient context as described above pursuant to NY GBL § 349.

157. The foregoing deceptive acts and practices were directed at consumers.

Plaintiffs STOLTZ, CHANG and SUAREZ and the other New York Class members suffered a

loss as a result of D`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` \i_ pia\dm om\_` \^on. Qk`^dad^\ggt, \n \ m`npgo ja 
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B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` \i_ pia\dm om\_` \^on \i_ km\^od^`n, Ng\diodaan STOLTZ, CHANG and

SUAREZ and the other New York Class members suffered monetary losses associated with the

purchan` ja B`a`i_\ion� }Em``f Yogurt~ Nmj_p^on rdoc CAH \i_/jm rdoc \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_

front label Product packaging, i.e., the purchase price of the Product and/or the premium paid by

Plaintiffs and the New York Class for said Products.

COUNT III
(ON BEHALF OF THE NEW JERSEY CLASS)

NEW JERSEY CONSUMER FRAUD ACT,
N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq.

158. Plaintiffs 2?E1<4B;8& BD1A4H IVL =1G4B reallege and incorporate herein

by reference paragraphs 1 through 157 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

159. @TIQV[QNNZ 2?E1<4B;8& BD1A4H IVL =1G4B bring this claim individually and

ji ]`c\ga ja oc` joc`m h`h]`mn ja oc` L`r H`mn`t Ag\nn ajm qdjg\odjin ja L`r H`mn`t�n 

Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq.

160. ?o \gg m`g`q\io odh`n, B`a`i_\ion r`m` \i_ \m` }k`mnjin,~ \n _`fined by N.J.S.A.

56:8-1(d).

161. At all relevant times, Defendants� Nmj_p^on ^jinodopo`_ }h`m^c\i_dn`,~ \n _`adi`_ 

by N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(c).

162. ?o \gg m`g`q\io odh`n, B`a`i_\ion� h\ipa\^opmdib, h\mf`odib, \_q`modndib, n\g`n 

and/or distribution of the Products at issp` h`o oc` _`adidodji ja }\_q`modn`h`io~ n`o ajmoc ]t

N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(a).

163. ?o \gg m`g`q\io odh`n, B`a`i_\ion� h\ipa\^opmdib, h\mf`odib, \_q`modndib, n\g`n 

and/or distribution of the Products at issue met the _`adidodji ja }n\g`~ n`o ajmoc ]t L.H.Q.?. 56;8-

1(e).
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164. N.J.S.A. 56:8-2 provides that }YoZc` \^o, pn` jm `hkgjth`io ]t \it k`mnji ja \it

unconscionable practice, deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, or the

knowing, concealment, suppression, or omission of material fact with the intent that others rely

upon such concealment, suppressdji jm jhdnndji, zdn _`^g\m`_ oj ]` \i pig\rapg km\^od^`z~

165. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

sugar froh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

166. As described in detail above, Defendants uniformly misrepresented to Plaintiffs

2?E1<4B;8& BD1A4H IVL =1G4B and each member of the New Jersey Class, by means of

oc`dm \_q`modndib, h\mf`odib \i_ joc`m kmjhjodji\g h\o`md\gn, \i_ ji oc` Nmj_p^on� g\]`gdib \i_ 

pa^f\bdib, oc` Nmj_p^on� ipomdodji\g ^jio`io \i_ _d`o\mt ]`i`adon. 

167. Defendants have therefore engaged in practices which are unconscionable,

deceptive and fraudulent and which are based on false pretenses, false promises,
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misrepresentations, and the knowing concealment, suppression, or omission of material fact with

the intent that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or omission in their

manufacturing, advertising, marketing, selling and distribution of the Products. Defendants have

therefore violated the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, et seq.

168. ?n \ _dm`^o \i_ kmjsdh\o` m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� dhkmjk`m ^ji_p^o, Ng\diodaas

2?E1<4B;8& BD1A4H IVL =1G4B and other members of the New Jersey Class have suffered

damages and ascertainable losses of moneys and/or property, by paying more for the Products

than they would have, and/or by purchasing the Products which they would not have purchased,

if the benefits of taking such Products had not been misrepresented, in amounts to be determined

at trial.

COUNT IV
(ON BEHALF OF THE CALIFORNIA CLASS)

CONSUMER LEGAL REMEDIES ACT,
Cal. Civ. Code § 1750, et seq.

169. Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? reallege and incorporate herein

by reference paragraphs 1 through 168 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

170. @TIQV[QNNZ =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? bring this claim individually

and on behalf of the other members of the California Class.

171. This cause of action is brought pursuant to the California Consumers Legal

Remedies Act, Cal. Civ. Code nm§ 1750, et seq. )oc` }AJP?~*.

172. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading
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because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

several meanings to the value. Defendants also represent that their Produ^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process

173. Defen_\ion� \^odjin, m`km`n`io\odjin \i_ ^ji_p^o c\n qdjg\o`_, \i_ ^jiodip`n oj 

violate the CLRA, because they extend to transactions that are intended to result, or which have

resulted, in the sale of lease of goods or services to consumers.

174. Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? and the other California Class

K`h]`mn \m` }^jinph`mn~ \n oc\o o`mh is defined by the CLRA in Cal, Civ. Code § 1761(d).

175. The Products that Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? and other

h`h]`mn ja oc` A\gdajmid\ Ag\nn kpm^c\n`_ amjh B`a`i_\ion r`m` }bjj_n~ rdocdi oc` h`\idib

of Cal. Civ. Code § 1761(a).

176. By engaging in the actions, misrepresentations and misconduct set forth in this

First Amended Class Action Complaint, Defendants have violated, and continue to violate §

1770)\*)7* ja oc` AJP?. Qk`^dad^\ggt, di qdjg\odji ja A\g. Adq. Aj_` w 1770)\*)7*, B`a`i_\ion� 

acts and practices constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair or fraudulent acts or

practices in that they misrepresent the particular standard, quality or grade of the goods by

misbranding their Products as }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n CAJ and labeled 0%

without sufficient context.
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177. By engaging in the actions, misrepresentations and misconduct set forth in this

First Amended Class Action Complaint, Defendants have violated, and continue to violate,

§1770(a)(16) of the CLRA. Specifically, in violation of Cal. Civ. Code § 1770(a)(16),

Defendants� \^on \i_ km\^od^`n ^jinodopo` pia\dm h`ocj_n ja ^jhk`ododji \i_ pia\dm jm am\p_pg`io 

acts or practices in that they represent that a subject of a transaction has been supplied on

accordance with a previous representation when they have not.

178. Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? request that this Court enjoin

Defendants from continuing to employ the unlawful methods, acts and practices alleged herein

pursuant to Cal. Civ. § 1780(a)(2). If Defendants are not restrained from engaging in these types

of practices in the future, PlaintiffS =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? and other members

of the California Class will continue to suffer harm.

179. Pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1782(a)(3), Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1>

IVL >6?, on behalf of themselves and all other members of the California Class, seeks

compensatory damages, punitive damages and restitution of any ill-bjoo`i _p` oj B`a`i_\ion� 

acts and practices.

180. Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? also request on their behalf and

the rest of the California Ag\nn�n ]`c\ga oc\t ocdn Ajpmo \r\m_ oc`h \i_ m`\nji\]g` \oojmi`tn� a``n 

pursuant to Cal. Civ. Code § 1780(d).

181. Plaintiffs =1>84A& =4>34H& CA1> IVL >6? pray for relief as set forth

below.
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COUNT V
(ON BEHALF OF THE VIRGINIA CLASS)

VIRGINIA CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT,
Virginia Code Ann. § 59.1-196, et seq.

182. Plaintiff STEELEY realleges and incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1

through 181 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

183. @TIQV[QNN BC44<4G brings this claim individually and on behalf of the other

members of the Virginia Class for violations of the Virginia Consumer Protection Act, Virginia

Code Ann. § 59.1-196, et seq.

184. The Virginia Consumer Protection Act of 1977, Va. Code Ann §59.1-196, et seq.,

)oc` }AN?~* r\n _`ndbi`_ ]t oc` E`i`m\g ?nn`h]gt \n;

[R]emedial legislation to promote fair and ethical standards of dealings between
suppliers and the consuming public.

Va. Code. Ann. § 59.1-197.

185. Rc` AN? _`adi`n }^jinph`m om\in\^odji~ oj di^gp_`; }oc` \_q`modn`h`io, n\g`zja

bjj_nzoj ]` pn`_ kmdh\mdgt ajm k`mnji\g, a\hdgt, jm cjpn`cjg_ kpmkjn`n.~ Rc` AN? _`adi`n

}npkkgd`m~ oj h`\i }\ }n`gg`m, g`nnjm jm gd^`injmzrcj \_q`modn`n, njgd^don jm `ib\b`n di ^jinph`m

transactions, or a manufacturer, ddnomd]pojm jm gd^`injmzrcj \_q`modn`n \i_ n`ggn, g`\n`n jm

gd^`in`n bjj_n jm n`mqd^`n oj ]` m`njg_z]t joc`m k`mnjin di ^jinph`m om\in\^odjin.~ Va. Code.

Ann. § 59.1-198.

186. Defendants are suppliers as that term is defined by CPA, either because they are

sellers or licensors who are directly or indirectly responsible for advertising to consumers, or

because they are a manufacturer who sells goods to be resold in a consumer transaction.

187. Defendants engaged in consumer transactions as that term is defined by the CPA.

188. The CPA at Va. Code. Ann. § 59.1-200 states in pertinent part as follows:
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The following fraudulent acts or practices committed by a supplier in
connection with a consumer transaction are hereby declared unlawful:
***
5. Misrepresenting that goods or services have certain quantities,
characteristics, ingredients, uses, or benefits;
***
14. Using any other deception, fraud, false pretenses, false promise or
misrepresentation in connection with a consumer transaction.

189. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

190. Defendants violated the CPA by falsely representing that Products had

characteristics and benefits that they do not have; specifically by misbranding their Products as

}Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n CAH \i_ g\]`g`_ 0& rdocjpo npaad^d`io ^jio`so.

191. Defendants violated the CPA by using deception, fraud, false pretenses, false

promises or misrepresentations in connection with consumer transactions, by means of their
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\_q`modndib, h\mf`odib \i_ joc`m kmjhjodji\g h\o`md\gn, \i_ ji oc` Nmj_p^on� g\]`gdib \i_ 

packaging.

192. Plaintiff STEELEY \i_ oc` Tdmbdid\ Ag\nn npaa`m`_ gjnn \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� 

violations of the CPA. Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and all other members of the Virginia Class,

n``fn ^jhk`in\ojmt _\h\b`n, kpidodq` _\h\b`n, \oojmi`tn� a``n, \i_ np^c joc`m m`gd`a \n ocdn 

Court deems just and proper.

COUNT VI
(ON BEHALF OF THE PENNSYLVANIA CLASS)

PENNSYLVANIA UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
LAW, 73 Penn. Stat. Ann. § 201-1, et seq.

193. Plaintiffs SAVAGE and BLICHA reallege and incorporate herein by reference

paragraphs 1 through 192 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

194. @TIQV[QNNZ SAVAGE and BLICHA JYQVO [PQZ KTIQU QVLQ]QL\ITT` IVL WV JMPITN WN

[PM @MVVZ`T]IVQI 2TIZZ(

195. CPQZ QZ I KTIQU NWY ]QWTI[QWV WN [PM @MVVZ`T]IVQI DVNIQY CYILM @YIK[QKMZ IVL

3XW[]VNZ AZX\NL\RXW =J_ %cEDA3A=d&' 1. A)C) b -+,',$__Q%(

196. 1[ ITT YMTM]IV[ [QUMZ UI[MYQIT PMYM[W& 3MNMVLIV[ KWVL\K[ML [YILM IVL KWUUMYKM

^Q[PQV [PM UMIVQVO WN [PM DC@2@<(

197. @TIQV[QNNZ SAVAGE and BLICHA IVL [PM @MVVZ`T]IVQI 3UJ[[ JZN cYNZ[XW[d J[

LMNQVML IVL KWVZ[Y\ML \VLMY [PM DC@2@<(

198. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an
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ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

199. 4NONWMJW\e[ LXWM]L\ J[ [N\ OXZ\Q QNZNRW LXW[\R\]\N[ JWM ]WLXW[LRXWJKUN

KWUUMYKQIT XYIK[QKM KWUXYQZML WN LMKMX[Q]M IK[Z WY XYIK[QKMZ QV ]QWTI[QWV WN [PM DC@2@<& 0-

@(B( e ,*+',$__Q%& QVKT\LQVO Q[Z XYIK[QKM WN UQZTMILQVO KWVZ\UMYZ QV [PM promotion, marketing,

advertising, packaging and labeling of its Products as described herein. Specifically, Defendants

are misbranding their Products as }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n CAH \i_ g\]`g`_

0% without sufficient context.

200. 4NONWMJW\e[ LXWM]L\ J[ [N\ OXZ\Q QNZNRW QJ[ KNNW ]WOJRZ RW ^RXUJ\RXW XO \QN 362

JMKI\ZM [PM IK[Z WY XYIK[QKMZ ]QWTI[M MZ[IJTQZPML X\JTQK XWTQK`& IVL JMKI\ZM [PM PIYU [PM` KI\ZM

[W KWVZ\UMYZ QV @MVVZ`T]IVQI OYMI[T` W\[^MQOPZ IV` JMVMNQ[Z IZZWKQI[ML ^Q[P [PWZM XYIK[QKMZ(

201. ?n \ _dm`^o \i_ kmjsdh\o` m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� no\opojmt qdjg\odjin, Plaintiffs

SAVAGE and BLICHA and the Pennsylvania Class members have been injured and suffered

\^op\g \i_ \n^`mo\di\]g` gjnn`n ja hji`t \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� pi^jnscionable, deceptive,

and/or unfair trade practices.
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202. ?n \ m`npgo ja oc` c\mh ^\pn`_ ]t B`a`i_\ion� qdjg\odji ja N`iintgq\id\ 

consumer protection law, Plaintiffs SAVAGE and BLICHA and Pennsylvania Class members

are entitled to recover compensatory damages, kpidodq` _\h\b`n, \i_ \oojmi`tn� a``n as set forth

below.

COUNT VII
(ON BEHALF OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CLASS)

MASSACHUSETTS UNFAIR AND DECEPTIVE PRACTICES ACT,
Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A, §§ 2 and 9

203. Plaintiff COREY realleges and incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1

through 202 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

204. @TIQV[QNN 2?A4G brings this claim individually and on behalf of the other

members of the Massachusetts Class for violations of the Massachusetts Unfair and Deceptive

Practices Act, Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A.

205. At all relevant times, Defendants were engaged in commerce for purposes of

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A.

206. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute
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n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process

207. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A, § 2 kmjqd_`n oc\o }YpZia\dm h`ocj_n ja ^jhk`ododji \i_

unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby decalred

pig\rapg.~ Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A, § 9 permits any consumer injured by a violation of ch.

93A, § 2 to bring a civil action, including a class action, for damages and injunctive relief.

208. Defendants engaged in unfair and deceptive acts or practices in violation of Mass.

Gen. Laws ch. 93A, § 2. by misbranding their Products }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m

as ECJ and labeled 0% without sufficient context.

209. Plaintiff 2?A4G \i_ oc` K\nn\^cpn`oon Ag\nn r`m` diepm`_ ]t B`a`i_\ion� 

^ji_p^o \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di. Qk`^dad^\ggt, \n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq` \i_ pia\dm om\_` \cts

and practices, Plaintiff 2?A4G and the other Massachusetts Class members suffered monetary

losses associated with the kpm^c\n` ja B`a`i_\ion� }Em``f togurt~ Products with ECJ and/or

rdoc \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_ amjio g\]`g Nmj_p^o k\^f\bdib, i.e., the purchase price of the Product

and/or the premium paid by Plaintiff 2?A4G and the Massachusetts Class for said Products.

210. B`a`i_\ion� pia\dm \i_ _`^`kodq` \^on jm km\^od^`n, \n \gg`b`_ c`m`di, r`m` \i_ \m` 

willful and knowing violations of Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A, § 2, within the meaning of c. 93A, §

9(3).

211. Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff 2?A4G and the Massachusetts Class members

are entitled to all remedies available pursuant to Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 93A, § 9, including, but

not limited to actual damages, statuojmt _\h\b`n, _dnbjmb`h`io ja B`a`i_\ion� kmjadon _`mdq`_ 

amjh oc`dm pig\rapg \^odqdod`n, diepi^odq` m`gd`a, \oojmi`tn� a``n \i_ joc`m m`\nji\]g` ^jnon. 
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COUNT VIII
(ON BEHALF OF THE FLORIDA CLASS)

FLORIDA DECEPTIVE AND UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES ACT,
Fla. Stat. Ann. § 501.201, et seq.

212. Plaintiffs COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN reallege and incorporate herein

by reference paragraphs 1 through 211 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

213. @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN JYQVO [PQZ KTIQU QVLQ]QL\ITT` IVL

WV JMPITN WN [PM 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ(

214. BMK[QWV /*+(,*.$+% WN [PM 5TWYQLI 3MKMX[Q]M IVL DVNIQY CYILM @YIK[QKMZ 1K[

%c64EDA2d& VJTN[ c]WOJRZ XZ MNLNY\R^N JL\[ XZ YZJL\RLN[ RW \QN LXWM]L\ XZ JWa \ZJMN XZ

LXVVNZLNd RW 6UXZRMJ ]WUJ_O]U)

215. CPYW\OPW\[ [PM 2TIZZ @MYQWL& J` IL]MY[QZQVO& UIYSM[QVO& LQZ[YQJ\[QVO& IVL)WY

ZMTTQVO [PM @YWL\K[Z ^Q[P ]IYQW\Z KTIQUZ IZ [W 429& *# IVL [PM @YWL\K[Z JMQVO c6YMMS GWO\Y[&d

[W @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL W[PMY 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ UMUJMYZ&

3MNMVLIV[Z ]QWTI[ML [PM 53DC@1 J` MVOIOQVO QV NITZM IL]MY[QZQVO KWVKMYVQVO [PM KWUXWZQ[QWV

IVL WYQOQV WN [PM @YWL\K[Z(

216. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

sugar from the milk and fruit present in the Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any
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context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

several meanings oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

217. @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL W[PMY 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ

UMUJMYZ ZMMS [W MVRWQV Z\KP \VTI^N\T IK[Z IVL XYIK[QKMZ IZ LMZKYQJML IJW]M( 4IKP WN [PM 5TWYQLI

2TIZZ UMUJMYZ ^QTT JM QYYMXIYIJT` PIYUML \VTMZZ [PM \VTI^N\T IK[QWVZ WN 3MNMVLIV[Z IYM

MVRWQVML QV [PI[ [PM` ^QTT KWV[QV\M [W JM \VIJTM \X ZNUa XW \QN 4NONWMJW\[e ZNYZN[NW\J\RXW[ IZ [W

429& *#' JWM \QN AZXM]L\[ KNRWP c7ZNNT HXP]Z\)d

218. 7IL @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL [PM 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ

UMUJMYZ SVW^V [PM VR[UNJMRWP JWM*XZ MNLNY\R^N WJ\]ZN XO 4NONWMJW\[e LUJRV[' [PM` ^W\TL VW[

PI]M X\YKPIZML [PM @YWL\K[Z(

219. @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL [PM 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ UMUJMYZ

^MYM RWS]ZNM RW OJL\ JWM UX[\ VXWNa J[ J ZN[]U\ XO 4NONWMJW\[e LXWM]L\ XO RVYZXYNZUa MN[LZRKRWP

[PM @YWL\K[Z IZ }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n CAH \nd labeled 0% without

sufficient context. @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL [PM 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ

UMUJMYZ XIQL NWY 3MNMVLIV[Ze YZNVR]V YZRLNM AYWL\K[Z& J\[ YMKMQ]ML @YWL\K[Z [PI[ ^MYM ^WY[P

TMZZ [PIV [PM @YWL\K[Z NWY ^PQKP [PM` XIQL(

220. @TIQV[QNNZ COHEN, LEIBOWITZ and UHLMAN IVL [PM 5TWYQLI 2TIZZ ZMMS

LMKTIYI[WY` YMTQMN& MVRWQVQVO 3MNMVLIV[Z NYWU KWV[QV\QVO [W LQZZMUQVI[M [PMQY NITZM IVL

VR[UNJMRWP [\J\NVNW\[' JL\]JU MJVJPN[ YU][ J\\XZWNae[ ONN[ JWM LX]Z\ LX[\[' JWM X\QNZ ZNURNO

ITTW^IJTM \VLMY [PM 53DC@1(
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COUNT IX
(ON BEHALF OF THE WEST VIRGINIA CLASS)
West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act,

West Virginia Code § 46A-6-101, et seq.

221. Plaintiff NOBLE realleges and incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1

through 220 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

222. Plaintiff NOBLE brings this claim individually and on behalf of the West Virginia

Class.

223. This cause of action is brought under the West Virginia Consumer Credit and

Protection Act, W. Va. Code §46A-6-101 et seq. )oc` }U`no Tdmbdid\ ?^o~*.

224. Plaintiff NOBLE and all West Virginia Ag\nn h`h]`mn \m` }^jinph`mn~ \i_ oc`

np]e`^o om\in\^odjin \m` \gg }^jinph`m om\in\^odjin~ kpmnp\io oj w46?-6-102(2) of the West

Virginia Act.

225. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~
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when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

226. Defendants violated the West Virginia Act, which pertains to unfair methods of

competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices, in that Plaintiff NOBLE and members of

the West Virginia Class purchased Defendants� Products, and thereby suffered ascertainable loss

as a result of Defendants� actions in violation of the West Virginia Act, as set forth herein.

227. B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o ^jinodopo`n oc` `hkgjth`io ja pia\dm \i_ _`^`kodq` \^on \id

practices as identified at W.Va. Code §46A-6-102(7), including, but not limited to:

(a) Representing that goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics,
ingredients, uses, benefits or quantities that they do not have . . . . W.Va. Code §46A-
6-102(7)(E);

(b) Representing that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality or grade,
or that goods are of a particular style or model if they are of another. W.Va. Code
§46A-6-102(7)(G);

(c) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised. W.Va.
Code §46A-6-102(7)(I);

(d) Engaging in any other conduct which similarly creates a likelihood of confusion
or of misunderstanding. W.Va. Code §46A-6-102(7)(L);

(e) The act, use or employment by any person of any deception, fraud, false pretense,
false promise or misrepresentation, or the concealment, suppression or omission of
material facts with intent that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or
omission, in connection with the sale or advertisement of any goods or services,
whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby.
W.Va. Code §46A-6-102(7)(M); and

(f) Advertising, printing, displaying, publishing, distributing or broadcasting, or
causing to be advertised, printed, displayed, published, distributed or broadcast in any
manner, any statement or representation with regard to the sale of goods or the
extension of consumer credit including the rates, terms or conditions for the sale of
such goods or the extension of such credit, which is false, misleading or deceptive or
which omits to state material information which is necessary to make the statements
therein not false, misleading or deceptive. W.Va. Code §46A-6-102(7)(N).
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228. B`a`i_\ion� hdnm`km`n`io\odjin, ^ji^`\gh`ion, \i_ jmissions constitute

unconscionable commercial practices, deception, fraud, false pretenses, misrepresentation and/or

the knowing concealment, suppression, or omission of material facts with the intent that others

rely on such concealment, suppression, or omission in connection with the sale and

advertisement of their Products in violation of these statutes. Specifically, Defendants are

misbranding their Products }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib npb\m \n CAH \i_ g\]`g`_ 0&

without sufficient context.

229. As a result of the acts of these unfair and deceptive trade practices and/or

ongoing, like pattern and practice of consumer fraud described above, Plaintiff NOBLE and

West Virginia Class members have suffered ascertainable loss and damages including, but not

limited to, the purchase price of the Products, for which Defendant is liable to Plaintiff NOBLE

and the West Virginia Class for their ascertainable losses.

230. @TIQV[QNN NOBLE IVL UMUJMYZ WN [PM FMZ[ EQYOQVQI 2TIZZ IYM ITZW MV[Q[TML [W

J\\XZWNa[e ONN[ JWM LX[\Z(

COUNT X
(ON BEHALF OF THE MICHIGAN CLASS)

Michigan Consumer Protection Act,
MCL §§ 445.901. et seq.

231. Plaintiff JAMES MANIER realleges and incorporates herein by reference

paragraphs 1 through 230 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

232. Plaintiff MANIER brings this claim individually and on behalf of the Michigan

Class.

233. This cause of action is brought under the Michigan Consumer Protection Act,

MCL §§ 445.901. et seq. )oc` }Michigan ?^o~*.
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234. Defendants� actions constitute unlawful, unfair, deceptive and fraudulent

actions/practices as defined by the Consumer Protection Act, MCL §445.901, et seq. or the

MCPA, as they occurred in the course of trade or commerce.

235. As part of its fraudulent marketing practices Defendants engaged in a pattern and

practice of knowingly and intentionally making numerous false representations and omissions of

material facts, with the intent to deceive and fraudulently induce reliance by Plaintiff MANIER

and the members of the Michigan Class. These false representations and omissions were uniform

and identical in nature, and include, without limitation, ]IYQW\Z KTIQUZ IZ [W 429& *# IVL [PM

@YWL\K[Z JMQVO 6YMMS(

236. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Yogurt~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.
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237. 7IL @TIQV[QNN =1>84A IVL [PM =QKPQOIV 2TIZZ SVW^V [PM UQZTMILQVO IVL)WY

MNLNY\R^N WJ\]ZN XO 4NONWMJW\[e LUJRV[' [PM` ^W\TL VW[ PI]M X\YKPIZML [PM @YWL\K[Z(

B`a`i_\ion� \^on, km\^od^`n \i_ jhdnndjin, oc`m`ajm`, r`m` h\o`md\g oj Ng\diodaan� _`^dndji oj 

purchase the Products at a premium price, and were justifiably relied upon by Plaintiffs.

238. The unfair and deceptive trade acts and practices have directly, foreseeably and

proximately caused damage to Plaintiff MANIER and other members of the Michigan Class.

239. The Defendants� practices, in addition, are unfair and deceptive because they have

caused Plaintiff MANIER and the Michigan Class substantial harm, which is not outweighed by

any countervailing benefits to consumers or competition, and is not an injury consumers

themselves could have reasonably avoided.

240. The Defendants� acts and practices have misled and deceived the general public in

the past, and will continue to mislead and deceive the general public into the future, by, among

other things, causing them to purchase @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements concerning

its content and origin at a premium price.

241. Plaintiff MANIER and the Michigan Class are entitled to preliminary and

permanent injunctive relief ordering the Defendants to immediately cease these unfair business

practices, as well as disgorgement and restitution to Plaintiff MANIER and the Michigan Class

of all revenue associated with their unfair practices, or such revenues as the Court may find

equitable and just.

COUNT XI
(ON BEHALF OF THE OHIO CLASS)

Ohio Deceptive Trade Practices Act,
Ohio Rev. Code. Ann. §§ 4165.01. et seq.

242. Plaintiff BERG realleges and incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1

through 241 of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.
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243. Plaintiff BERG brings this claim individually and on behalf of the Ohio Class.

244. This cause of action is brought under the Ohio Deceptive Trade Practices Act,

Ohio Rev. Code. Ann. §§ 4165.01. et seq. )oc` }Ohio ?^o~*.

245. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

246. Defendants have unfairly and deceptively represented that goods or services have

sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or qualities that they do not

have.

247. Defendants have unfairly and deceptively represented that goods or services are

of a particular standard, quality, or grade that they are not.

248. B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodq`, a\gn` \i_ hdng`\_dig statements deceived Plaintiff BERG

and the Ohio Class.
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249. B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodji dn h\o`md\g \n do diagp`i^`_ Ng\diodaa BERG and the Ohio

Ag\nn h`h]`mn� purchasing and payment decisions.

250. Plaintiff BERG and the Ohio Class have been damaged as a direct and proximate

result ja B`a`i_\ion� _`^`kodji.

251. Defendants have violated the Ohio Deceptive Trade Practices Act, R.C. §4165.01

et seq.

252. Plaintiff BERG and the Ohio Class are entitled to recover compensatory damages,

kgpn dio`m`no, \oojmi`tn� a``n, \i_ ^jnon.

253. B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o r\n dio`iodji\g, rdggapg, r\ioji, h\licious, and egregious,

entitling Plaintiff BERG and the Ohio Ag\nn oj kpidodq` _\h\b`n \i_ \oojmi`tn� a``n di \i 

amount to be determined at trial.

254. Defendants continue to engage in these deceptive and misleading acts and

practices, and Plaintiff BERG and the Ohio Ag\nn ^jiodip` oj ]` _\h\b`_ ]t B`a`i_\ion� 

conduct. Accordingly, Plaintiff BERG and the Ohio Class are also entitled to injunctive relief to

prohibit Defendants from continuing to perpetrate their deceptive scheme.

COUNT XII
(ON BEHALF OF THE MAINE CLASS)

Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act,
Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 5 § 205-A, et seq.

255. Plaintiff UHLMAN realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through

254 herein and further allege as follows:

256. Plaintiff UHLMAN brings this claim individually and on behalf of the Maine

Class.
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257. Rc` K\di` Sia\dm Rm\_` Nm\^od^`n ?^o )}SRN?~* h\f`n pig\rapg }YpZia\dm

methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or

^jhh`m^`. . . .~ k`m K`. P`q. Qo\o. ?ii. Rdo. 5 § 207.

258. The advertising and sale of the Products ^jinodopo`n }om\_` jm ^jhh`m^`~ rdocdi

the meaning of UTPA per Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. Tit. 5 § 206(3).

259. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

several meanings to the value. Defendants also represent oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Yogurt~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

260. Defendants engaged in deceptive acts in that they represented that the Products

have characteristics, uses, benefits, and qualities which they do not have; represented that the

Products are of a particular standard and quality when they are not; and advertised the Products

with the intent not to sell them as advertised. Defendants knew or should have known that their

conduct violated the UTPA.
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261. Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice by misbranding their Products

\n }Em``f Wjbpmo,~ ]t hdn^c\m\^o`mdudib sugar as ECJ and labeled 0% without sufficient context.

262. The information intentionally misrepresented was material in that it was

information that was important to consumers and likely to affect their choice of, or conduct

regarding, the purchase of the Products. Misbranding the Products was likely to mislead

consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances.

263. B`a`i_\ion� conduct has caused or is to cause a substantial injury that is not

reasonably avoided by consumers, and the harm is not outweighed by a countervailing benefit to

consumers or competition.

264. As a result of Defendants� deceptive and unfair practices, Plaintiff and the Maine

Class have suffered ascertainable losses. Plaintiff and the Maine Class XIQL NWY 3MNMVLIV[Ze

XYMUQ\U XYQKML @YWL\K[Z& J\[ YMKMQ]ML @YWL\K[Z [PI[ ^MYM ^WY[P TMZZ [PIV [PM @YWL\K[Z NWY ^PQKP

[PM` XIQL(

265. Plaintiffs are entitled to actual damages, restitution and such other equitable relief,

including an injunction, as the Court determines to be necessary and proper.

266. Pursuant to Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. Tit. 5 § 213(3), Plaintiffs will mail a copy of the

^jhkg\dio oj K\di`�n ?oojmi`t E`i`m\g.

COUNT XIII
(ON BEHALF OF THE GEORGIA CLASS)

Georgia Fair Business Practices Act,
Ga. Code § 10-1-390 et seq.

267. Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) realleges and incorporates by reference

paragraphs 1 through 266 herein and further allege as follows:
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268. Plaintiff JOHN DOE (GEORGIA) brings this claim individually and on behalf of

the Georgia Class.

269. This cause of action is brought under the Georgia Fair Business Practices Act, Ga.

Code § 10-1-390 et seq. )oc` }E`jmbd\ ?^o~*.

270. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

sugar from the milk and fruit pr`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

sever\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

271. By engaging in the above-described conduct, Defendants perpetrated unfair

competition or unfair or deceptive acts or practices in violation of the Georgia Fair Business

Practices Act of 1975, Ga. Code Ann. §10-1-390, `o n`l. Gi k\mod^pg\m, E`jmbd\ g\r kmjqd_`n, })\*

A person engages in a deceptive trade practice when, in the course of his business, vocation, or

occupation, he: . . . (5) Represents that goods or services have sponsorship, approval,

characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities that they do not have . . . ; . . . (7)
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Represents that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade or that goods are

of a particular style or model, if they are of another; . . . (9) Advertises goods or services with

dio`io ijo oj n`gg oc`h \n \_q`modn`_.~ E\. Code Ann. § 10-1-372.

272. E`jmbd\ g\r apmoc`m kmjqd_`n, })\* Sia\dm jm _`^`kodq` \^on jm km\^od^`n di oc`

conduct of consumer transactions and consumer acts or practices in trade or commerce are

declared unlawful. (b) By way of illustration only and without limiting the scope of subsection

(a) of this Code section, the following practices are declared unlawful: . . . (5) Representing that

goods or services have sponsorship, approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or

quantities that they do not have . . . . ; . . . (7) Representing that goods or services are of a

particular standard, quality, or grade or that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are of

another; . . . (9) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as \_q`modn`_ . . . . ~

Ga. Code Ann. § 10-1-393(a).

273. The information intentionally misrepresented was material in that it was

information that was important to consumers and likely to affect their choice of, or conduct

regarding, the purchase of the Products. Misbranding the Products was likely to mislead

consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances.

274. B`a`i_\ion� conduct has caused or is to cause a substantial injury that is not

reasonably avoided by consumers, and the harm is not outweighed by a countervailing benefit to

consumers or competition.

275. As a result of Defendants� deceptive and unfair practices, Plaintiff and the

Georgia Class have suffered ascertainable losses. Plaintiff and the Georgia Class XIQL NWY

3MNMVLIV[Ze YZNVR]V YZRLNM AYWL\K[Z& J\[ YMKMQ]ML @YWL\K[Z [PI[ ^MYM ^WY[P TMZZ [PIV [PM

@YWL\K[Z NWY ^PQKP [PM` XIQL(
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276. Plaintiffs are entitled to actual damages, restitution and such other equitable relief,

including an injunction, as the Court determines to be necessary and proper.

COUNT XIV
(ON BEHALF OF THE TEXAS CLASS)

Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act,
Tex. Bus. & Com. Code §§ 17.41, et seq.

277. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs

1 through 276 herein and further allege as follows:

278. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) brings this claim individually and on behalf of the

Texas Class.

279. The subject Nmj_p^on \m` }bjj_n~ pi_`m Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.45(1)

because they are tangible chattel.

280. C\^c B`a`i_\io dn \ }k`mnji~ pi_`m Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.45(3) because it

is a corporation.

281. Ng\diodaa H?LC BMC \i_ oc` joc`m R`s\n Ag\nn h`h]`mn \m` }^jinph`mn~ pi_`m

Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.45(4) because they bought or acquired the Products by purchase.

282. ?o \gg m`g`q\io odh`n, B`a`i_\ion c\q` `ib\b`_ di }om\_`~ \i_ }^jhh`m^`~ pi_`m

Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.45(6) by advertising, offering for sale, selling and/or distributing

the Products in the United States, including Texas, directly or indirectly affecting Texas citizens

through that trade and commerce.

283. The allegations set forth herein constitute false, misleading or deceptive trade acts

jm km\^od^`n di qdjg\odji ja R`s\n�n B`^`kodq` Rm\_` Nm\^od^`n Ajinph`m Nmjo`^odji ?^o 

)}BRN?~*, Tex. Bus. & Com. Code § 17.41, et seq.
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284. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

285. Defendants engaged in deceptive acts in that they represented that the Products

have characteristics, uses, benefits, and qualities which they do not have; represented that the

Products are of a particular standard and quality when they are not; and advertised the Products

with the intent not to sell them as advertised.

286. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) and other Texas Class members relied to their

detriment on those false, misleading, and/or deceptive acts and practices.

287. B`a`i_\ion� a\gn`, hdng`\_dib, \i_/jm _`^`kodq` \^on \i_ km\^od^`n r`m` oc` ^\pn` 

of the economic damages sustained by Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) and other members of the

Texas Class.
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288. B`a`i_\ion� qdjg\odjin ja ohe DTPA were made in connection with the purchase

of the Products by Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) and other Texas Class members.

289. Plaintiff JANE DOE (TEXAS) and other Texas Class members relied on

Defendants to disclose material information they knew about and not induce them into

transactions which they would not have entered had Defendants disclosed accurate information.

290. Plaintiffs ask that the Court enter judgment in favor of Plaintiff JANE DOE

(TEXAS) and the Texas Class and against Defendants for the following: injunctive relief against

further violations, compensatory damages, punitive damages and such other relief as the Court

deems proper.

COUNT XV
(ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONWIDE CLASS)

(All States and the District of Columbia)
NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

291. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate herein by reference paragraphs 1 through 290

of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

292. Defendants, directly or through their agents and employees, made false

representations, concealments, and nondisclosures to Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide

Class. Defendants, through their labeling, advertising and marketing of the Products, make

uniform representations regarding the Products. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring

sugar from oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any
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context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

several h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f~ Wjbpmo

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process

293. Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide Ag\nn m`\nji\]gt m`gd`_ ji B`a`i_\ion� 

representations as alleged herein.

294. In making the representations of fact to Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide

Class described herein, Defendants have failed to fulfill their duty to disclose the material facts

n`o ajmoc \]jq`. Rc` _dm`^o \i_ kmjsdh\o` ^\pn` ja ocdn a\dgpm` oj _dn^gjn` r\n B`a`i_\ion� 

negligence and carelessness.

295. Defendants, in making the misrepresentations and omissions, and in doing the

acts alleged above, knew or reasonably should have known that the representations were not true.

Defendants made and intended the misrepresentations to induce the reliance of Plaintiffs and

members of the nationwide Class.

296. Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide Class would have acted differently had

they not been misled { i.e., they would not have paid money for the Products in the first place.

297. Defendants have a duty to correct the misinformation they disseminated through

their advertising of the Products. By not informing Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide

Class, Defendants breached their duty. Defendants also gained financially from, and as a result

of this breach.

298. By and through such deceit, misrepresentations and/or omissions, Defendants

intended to induce Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide Class to alter their position to their

detriment.
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299. ?n \ m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� rmjibapg ^ji_p^o, Ng\diodaan \i_ h`h]`mn ja oc` 

nationwide Class have suffered and continue to suffer economic losses and other general and

specific damages, including but not limited to the amounts paid for Plaintiffs and members of the

nationwide Class relied upon these false representations and nondisclosures by Defendants when

purchasing the Products, which reliance was justified and reasonably foreseeable.

300. the Products, and any interest that would have been accrued on those monies, all

in an amount to be determined according to proof at time of trial.

301. Defendants acted with intent to defraud, or with reckless or negligent disregard of

the rights of Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide Class.

302. Plaintiffs and members of the nationwide Class are entitled to punitive damages.

303. Therefore, Plaintiffs pray for relief as set forth below.

COUNT XVI
(ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONWIDE CLASS)

(All States and the District of Columbia)
BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTIES

304. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate herein by reference paragraphs 1 through 303

of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

305. Defendants provided Plaintiffs and other members of the nationwide Class with

written express warranties, including, but not limited to, warranties that their Products are

}gdbcogt nr``o`i`_ rdoczjmb\id^ `q\kjm\o`_ ^\i` epd^`~ \i_ \m` k`ma`^o ajm }\itji` rcj

m`lpdm`n gdlpd_ ipomdodji~ \i_ }jmb\id^ ipomd`io _`in` `i`mbt \it odh`.~

306. Defendants breached these warranties by providing yogurt Products that claim to

]` }Em``f,~ a\dg oj h`iodji npb\m \n \i dibm`_d`io \i_/jm _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_ amjio

label Product packaging. As part of their extensive marketing campaign, Defendants also uses
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oc`dm r`]ndo` oj gdno }0&~ \n oc` ipomdodji\g _\dgt q\gp` ajm npb\m di oc`dm }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~

Products.

307. This breach resulted in damages to Plaintiffs and the other members of the

nationwide Ag\nn rcj ]jpbco B`a`i_\ion� Nmj_p^on ]pt did not receive the goods as warranted in

that the Products were not as healthy as they appear to be.

308. ?n \ kmjsdh\o` m`npgo ja B`a`i_\ion� ]m`\^c ja r\mm\iod`n, Ng\diodaan \i_ oc` joc`m 

nationwide Class members have suffered damages in an amount to be determined by the Court

and/or jury, in that, among other things, they purchased and paid for Products that did not

conform to what Defendants promised in their promotion, marketing, advertising, packaging and

labeling, and they were deprived of the benefit of their bargain and spent money on Products that

did not have any value or had less value than warranted or Products that they would not have

purchased and used had they known the true facts about them.

COUNT XVII
(ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONWIDE CLASS

(All States and the District of Columbia)
UNJUST ENRICHMENT

309. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate herein by reference paragraphs 1 through 308

of this Complaint, as if fully set forth herein.

310. Defendants have made and continue to make deceptive, false and misleading

statements concerning the health and nutritional benefits of its Products, namely manufacturing,

selling, marketing, packaging and advertising [PM @YWL\K[Z with false and misleading statements

concerning its content and origin, as alleged herein. Defendants list evaporated cane juice as an

ingredient instead of using its common name, sugar. The labeling is deceptive and misleading

because a reasonable consumer looking at the ingredients list is likely to believe that the

Products do not contain added sugar but instead are sweetened only with naturally occurring
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npb\m amjh oc` hdgf \i_ ampdo km`n`io di oc` Nmj_p^on. B`a`i_\ion kmjhdi`iogt _dnkg\t \ }0&~ ji

the front label of their }Dmpdo ji oc` @joojh~ and }@g`i_`_~ Products without providing any

context as to what the value pertains to. As a result, reasonable consumers are left to impute

n`q`m\g h`\idibn oj oc` q\gp`. B`a`i_\ion \gnj m`km`n`io oc\o oc`dm Nmj_p^on \m` }Em``f Wjbpmo~

when the Products are not made in Greece, are not made by Greek nationals and are not made

using an authentically Greek straining process.

311. Defendants received certain monies as a result of their uniform deceptive

h\mf`odib ja oc`dm tjbpmo Nmj_p^on \n }Em``f~, rdoc CAH \i_/jm _dnkg\tdib \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk

and front label Product packaging and in their marketing campaigns that are excessive and

unreasonable.

312. Plaintiffs and the nationwide Class conferred a benefit on Defendants through

kpm^c\ndib oc`dm }Em``f~ tjbpmo Nmj_p^on rdoc CAH \i_/jm _dnkg\tdib \ }0&~ ji oc` ojk \i_

front label Product packaging and in their marketing campaigns, and Defendants have

knowledge of this benefit and has voluntarily accepted and retained the benefits conferred on it.

313. Defendants will be unjustly enriched if they are allowed to retain such funds, and

each Class member is entitled to an amount equal to the amount they enriched Defendants and

for which Defendants have been unjustly enriched.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated, seek

judgment against Defendants, as follows:

A. For an order certifying the nationwide Class and under Rule 23 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure and naming Plaintiffs as representatives of the Class and

Ng\diodaan� \oojmi`tn \n Ag\nn Ajpin`g oj m`km`n`nt members of the Class;

B. For an order certifying the New York Class, appointing Plaintiffs STOLTZ,

CHANG and SUAREZ representatives of the New York Class, and designating

their counsel as counsel for the New York Class;

C. For an order certifying the New Jersey Class, appointing Plaintiffs COVALESKI,

SUAREZ and MAYES representatives of the New Jersey Class, and designating

their counsel as counsel for the New Jersey Class;

D. For an order certifying the California Class, appointing Plaintiffs MANIER,

TRAN and NGO representatives of the California Class, and designating their

counsel as counsel for the California Class;

E. For an order certifying the Virginia Class, appointing Plaintiff STEELEY

representative of the Virginia Class, and designating her counsel as counsel for

the Virginia Class;

F. For an order certifying the Pennsylvania Class, appointing Plaintiffs SAVAGE

and BLICHA representatives of the Pennsylvania Class, and designating their

counsel as counsel for the Pennsylvania Class;
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G. For an order certifying the Massachusetts Class, appointing Plaintiff COREY

representative of the Massachusetts Class, and designating her counsel as counsel

for the Massachusetts Class;

H. For an order certifying the Florida Class, appointing Plaintiff COHEN

representative of the Florida Class, and designating her counsel as counsel for the

Florida Class;

I. For an order certifying the West Virginia Class, appointing Plaintiff NOBLE

representative of the West Virginia Class, and designating her counsel as counsel

for the West Virginia Class;

J. For an order certifying the Michigan Class, appointing Plaintiff MANIER

representative of the Michigan Class, and designating him counsel as counsel for

the Michigan Class;

K. For an order certifying the Ohio Class, appointing Plaintiff BERG representative

of the Ohio Class, and designating her counsel as counsel for the Ohio Class;

L. For an order certifying the Maine Class, appointing Plaintiff UHLMAN

representative of the Maine Class, and designating her counsel as counsel for the

Maine Class;

M. For an order certifying the Georgia Class, appointing Plaintiff JOHN DOE

(GEORGIA) representative of the Georgia Class, and designating his counsel as

counsel for the Georgia Class;

N. For an order certifying the Texas Class, appointing Plaintiff JANE DOE

(TEXAS) representative of the Texas Class, and designating her counsel as

counsel for the Texas Class;
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O. For an order _`^g\mdib oc` B`a`i_\ion� ^ji_p^o qdjg\o`n oc` no\opo`n m`a`m`i^`_ 

herein;

P. For an order finding in favor of Plaintiffs and the nationwide Class and/or each

state subclass;

Q. For compensatory and punitive damages in amounts to be determined by the

Court and/or jury;

R. For prejudgment interest in all amounts awarded;

S. For an order of restitution and all other forms of equitable monetary relief;

T. For injunctive relief as pleaded or as the Court may deem proper;

U. Djm \i jm_`m \r\m_dib Ng\diodaan \i_ oc` Ag\nn oc`dm m`\nji\]g` \oojmi`tn� a``n \i_ 

expenses and costs of suit; and

V. Any other relief the Court may deem appropriate.
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DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY

Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated, hereby demands a

jury trial on all claims so triable.

Dated: September 15, 2014

Respectfully submitted,

LEE LITIGATION GROUP, PLLC
C.K. Lee (CL 4086)
30 East 39th Street, Second Floor
New York, NY 10016
Tel.: 212-465-1188
Fax: 212-465-1181
Attorneys for Plaintiffs and the Class

By: /s/C.K. Lee
C.K. Lee, Esq.
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DECLARATION OF JOHN BELLARDINI IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF ACTION
TO FEDERAL COURT; CASE NO. ___________
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MAYER BROWN LLP
DALE J. GIALI (SBN 150382)
dgiali@mayerbrown.com
MICHAEL L. RESCH (SBN 202909)
mresch@mayerbrown.com
350 S. Grand Avenue, 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1503
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (213) 625-0248

MAYER BROWN LLP
HANNAH Y.S. CHANOINE (to be admitted
pro hac vice)
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019-5820
Telephone: (212) 506-2828
Facsimile: (212) 262-1910

Attorneys for Defendants
CHOBANI, LLC, SAFEWAY INC., and
THE VONS COMPANIES, INC.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT OF CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN DISTRICT

CHAYLA M. CLAY, on behalf of herself
and others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

vs.

CHOBANI LLC, SAFEWAY INC., THE
VONS COMPANIES, INC., and DOES 1
through 50, inclusive,

Defendants.

Case No.

DECLARATION OF JOHN
BELLARDINI IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR
REMOVAL OF ACTION TO
FEDERAL COURT

[Removed from San Diego County
Superior Court, Case No. 37-2014-
00028267-CU-BT-CTL, Assigned to
Judge Timothy Taylor]

Complaint Filed: August 21, 2014
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DECLARATION OF JOHN BELLARDINI IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF ACTION
TO FEDERAL COURT; CASE NO. ___________
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I, John Bellardini, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:

1. I am the Vice President of Finance and Treasurer for Chobani, LLC. I

submit this declaration based upon my personal knowledge in support of the Notice of

Petition of Removal filed by Defendants in this action.

2. I understand that plaintiff in this case challenges forty-three products

across five product lines (the “Challenged Products”) on the basis of two labeling

statements – evaporated cane juice and 0%. I further understand that plaintiff purports

to represent a class of all California residents who have purchased any of the forty-three

Challenged Products within the last four years (the “Class Period”).

3. I was asked by counsel for Defendants whether Chobani’s revenues from

the sale of the Challenged Products in California within the last four years have

exceeded $5 million. I can testify with certainty that Chobani’s revenues from the sale

of the Challenged Products in California during the last four years has been substantially

in excess of $5 million.

4. Based on my review of company records, I can testify that Chobani’s

revenues from the sales of the Challenged Products in 2013 alone were well in excess of

$5 million. Chobani’s revenues from the sale of all Challenged Products in California

over the entirety of the Class Period would be substantially in excess of that amount.

5. In addition, insofar as Plaintiff is seeking to recover the total amount that

California consumers paid for the Challenged Products during the Class Period, that

amount would be even higher because the retail prices that consumers pay would

normally include the retailers’ mark up.
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DECLARATION OF JOHN BELLARDINI IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS’ PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF ACTION
TO FEDERAL COURT; CASE NO. ___________
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that the

foregoing facts are true and correct. Executed this __ day of September, 2014 in

______, New York.
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